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Abstract.  In the never-ending search for a successful method of public school reform, the 
city of Philadelphia has recently implemented a privatization scheme of for-profit 
administration in many of its failing schools.  Led by Edison Schools Inc., the largest and 
most controversial for profit-school administrator, Philadelphia’s venture into 
privatization has been accompanied by public scrutiny and resentment and faces 
abandonment if for-profit schools are unable to produce successful results.  Through 
examination of the public education sector and structure of for-profit public school 
administration, this study finds that these providers, such as Edison Schools Inc., 
maintain no clear advantage in terms of costs or student success in the typically non-
profit sector.  Moreover, using data on specific Edison schools, this study finds that 
Edison’s schools in Philadelphia will perform, on average, significantly lower than other 
Edison schools across the country.  Thus, findings here indicate that Edison Schools Inc. 
will not raise school achievement and efficiency, as intended, but may, in fact, jeopardize 
the entire Philadelphia public school reform agenda.  This study concludes with 
recommendations that Edison Schools Inc. be removed from the Philadelphia educational 
reform plan immediately following the current school year in order to maximize the 
district’s potential for positive growth.   
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“In the birthplace of American democracy, the citizens of Philadelphia deserve the 
chance to grade this deal for themselves. If it passes, so be it. If it flunks, it should go 
back to the drawing board.” 
    -Sandra Feldman, President, American Federation of Teachers1 

 

Introduction 

 

Only days after Philadelphia schools closed their doors for winter vacation in 

2001, interim Governor Mark Schweiker announced that the State of Pennsylvania would 

assume control over the School District of Philadelphia, the eighth largest school district 

in the country.  This initiative came as a response to the $216 million deficit the district 

had accumulated in addition to the disappointingly low test scores the schools were 

persistently producing.  But the state takeover of Philadelphia schools clearly marked 

more than the state’s attempt to “ease the district’s considerable fiscal and academic 

woes.”2  By putting the district’s 264 schools in the hands of a new reform commission, 

the state began a massive educational “overhaul” and embarked down, what one report 

called, “one of the nation’s most scrutinized educational experiments.”3  This decision 

therefore marked a monumental shift in authority over the Philadelphia school system 

and set a different precedent for the city’s public school reform.   

                                                 
1 As quoted in official press release, November 12, 2001, American Federation of Teachers “AFT: 
Privatization Plan For Philly Schools is Wrong Rx For School Improvement,” 
http://www.aft.org/press/2001/111201.html, retrieved March 25, 2004.  
2 Gewertz, Catherine, “It’s Official: State Takes Over Philadelphia Schools,” Education Week, January 9, 
2002, http://www.psrn.org/News%20articles/Phila%20school%20ed%20week%201-9-02.html, retrieved 
February 10, 2004. 
3 Gewertz, Catherine, “It’s Official: State Takes Over Philadelphia Schools,” Education Week, January 9, 
2002, http://www.psrn.org/News%20articles/Phila%20school%20ed%20week%201-9-02.html, retrieved 
February 10, 2004. 
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Faced with a considerable increase in responsibility coupled with steadily 

mounting academic standards from both state and federal mandates, the resulting School 

Reform Commission (SRC), consisting of 3 state and 2 city officials, thereby found itself 

at a “crossroads.” 4  Philadelphia schools drastically needed to be improved.  As one of 

the studies on the city’s educational environment observed in 2003: “Either the district 

and community will find the right formula for school and student success or there will be 

a growing lack of confidence in public education and an increasing exodus away from the 

city’s schools.”5  To this extent the state vowed to renew and rejuvenate the district’s 

feeble schools with significant financial contributions to schools, increases in capital, and 

most notably gains in school quality.   

With respect to finance and capital, the state, in its public announcement of the 

takeover, pledged to combine with the city for $120 million in additional spending 

coupled with “a million new books, improved curricula, new paint, bonuses for 

principals, training for teachers, and extra pay for 1,200 or more mentor teachers.”6  

However, the state’s reform techniques for improving the quality of education each child 

in Philadelphia receives remain, to this day, controversial. 

Most notable, in what would be a long array of new policies, was the decision to 

relinquish control of many public schools to Edison Schools Inc. (“Edison”), a for-profit 

                                                 
4 The state takeover of Philadelphia schools occurred only days before President Bush signed the No Child 
Left Behind bill which drastically increased the administrative accountability for failing schools.  
Therefore, in addition to improving the quality of Philadelphia’s schools relative to state schools, the SRC 
was also charged with improving all of Philadelphia’s schools to acceptable national levels.  Thus, the 
burden placed on the SRC was two-fold which, in turn, led to more drastic reform approaches.  Both this 
and No Child Left Behind will be discussed further in this paper. 
5 Neild, Ruth Curran, and Useem, Elizabeth, et. all,  “Once and for All: Putting a Highly Qualified Teacher 
In Every Classroom,” Learning From Philadelphia’s Public School Reform, Research For Action, 
Philadelphia, 2003, pp. 7.  
6 Gewertz, Catherine, “It’s Official: State Takes Over Philadelphia Schools,” Education Week, January 9, 
2002, http://www.psrn.org/News%20articles/Phila%20school%20ed%20week%201-9-02.html, retrieved 
February 10, 2004. 
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school administration and consulting firm.  Edison, quite familiar with controversial 

developments, began to instate itself in the city.  A strong resistance to Edison’s 

implementation in Philadelphia, however, assembled almost instantaneously.  Panic that 

Edison’s unorthodox approach to education could only plunge Philadelphia schools into 

utter chaos began to emerge.  Nonetheless, in April of 2002, 20 Philadelphia schools 

were controversially placed under Edison’s command.  After one school year, however, it 

is too soon to tell whether or not Edison has made any improvement in the Philadelphia 

schools.7 

 The fate of Edison in Philly, therefore, hangs by a thread.  In 2002, Philadelphia 

appointed Paul Vallas as its new superintendent of schools.  Vallas’ progressive reform 

tactics, notably the recruitment of highly qualified teachers in every classroom, have 

induced massive government spending and have proved somewhat contradictory to the 

ideology and practice of a privatized educational sector.  In addition, Edison has 

encountered severe economic trouble with its stocks collapsing and its decision to no 

longer be a publicly traded company.  The company’s turmoil perhaps suggests that 20 of 

Philadelphia’s worst schools are currently in the hands of an unfit administrator, a 

frightening possibility. 

But despite such resistance, Edison has insisted that its Philadelphia program will 

improve schools dramatically.  Edison’s publications exhibit increased test scores and 

grades on a nationwide basis and undermine the criticism of countless studies by 

educational experts.  Over its 12 year history, Edison has been adamant that it possess 

                                                 
7 In the Sixth Annual Report on School Achievement, released on April 1, 2004, Edison notes that test 
scores observed in its Philadelphia schools all represent pre-Edison trends and therefore are insufficient to 
gauge its performance.  Edison Schools Inc., Sixth Annual Report on School Performance 2003-2003, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, retrieved April 1, 2004.  
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both the pedagogy and the financial means to run a successful public school program.  As 

a result, Vallas has agreed to renew Edison’s contract for the 2003-2004 school year (the 

current school year).  If Edison shows increasing promise, it just may earn a permanent 

place in Philadelphia.  However, “Vallas isn’t banking on Edison and has taken 

precautionary measures to protect the [Philadelphia] schools” by establishing contract 

clauses allowing Philadelphia to cancel its contract, should Edison underperform.8  If the 

criticism holds true, Edison may be cut out in just a few months.  Thus, determining the 

effects of Edison Schools in Philadelphia is imperative to designing an adequate public 

school reform agenda for the upcoming years.  Since there is a lack of Philadelphia 

specific Edison data and, as one study points out, Edison may exhibit irregular data in its 

first year schools,9 it is necessary to evaluate the predicted success of these schools in 

Philadelphia.   

 Edison’s success in Philadelphia, however, poses a much larger question: do for-

profits schools work?  One of the most poignant criticisms of public schools in general is 

its inability to make effective cost/benefit analysis.  Truly, as Erik Hanushek writes, 

“educational decision makers are not guided by incentives to maximize profits or to 

conserve costs.”10  Thus, evaluating the privatization of the Philadelphia public school 

system serves as a potential case study for Hanushek’s point.  For example, Edison 

schools have adopted a very businesslike streamlined cost approach to education.  Edison 

is well known to have cut substantial programs out of its curriculum as well as decreased 

                                                 
8 Kantrowitz, Barbara, and Tyre, Peg, “Philly’s Tough Lesson,” Newsweek, October 21, 2002, pp. 61-63. 
9 Nelson, F. Howard, Update on Student Achievement For Edison Schools Inc., American Federation of 
Teachers, Washington, DC, 2003, http://www.aft.org/research/edisonproject/Index.htm, retrieved February 
6, 2004. 
10 Hanushek, Eric A., “The Economics of Schooling: Production and Efficiency in Public Schools,” Journal 
of Economic Literature, Volume 24, Issue 3 (Sep., 1986), pp. 1141-1177. 
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the number of faculty in the district.  Edison has transformed some of these costs into 

computers and other classroom technology.  This study may well indicate if students can 

succeed academically without programs such as the arts and extra classroom helpers but 

with the aid of technological resources.  This study therefore comes at the crucial 

intersection of the classical educational theory and more progressive economic analysis 

and should provide insight as to the future of educational reform.   

   

 

Edison Schools Inc. and the Theory of Public School Privatization 

 

Daniel Levy observed in 1987 that “disenchantment with the performance of 

public education organizations has added a sense of urgency to the often substantial 

interest in examining alternatives.”11  By the early 1990s, right about the time devastating 

trends began to appear in the nation’s public education sector,12 these radical new reform 

efforts began presenting themselves.  As if responding to something altogether 

treacherous, this new reform ideology sought to drastically alter the shape of public 

education as it stood.  Perhaps the most prominent in this crusade against public school 

collapse was the concept of privatization.  Privatization, in fact, operates on a very simple 

principle: by introducing a market or synthesized market structure into a typically non-

                                                 
11 Levy, Daniel C., “A Comparison of Private and Public Educational Organizations,” The Non-Profit 
Sector: A Research Handbook, Ed. Powell, Walter W., Yale University Press, New Haven, 1987, pp. 258. 
12 As illustrated further in the next section, the 1990s saw a dramatic decline in test scores and public 
school funding nationwide.  It is clearly no coincidence that much of the progressive school reform 
literature as well as unprecedented reform policies also emerged from this period.  The dynamic research, 
methodology, and overall creativity from this period insinuate a growing level of dissatisfaction with the 
educational status quo.  For example, Spring notes a 3% drop in parent satisfaction with their children’s 
public schools from 1993-1999, observed by the U.S. Department of Education (See Spring, pp. 10). 
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market environment, one could provide enough incentives through competition to induce 

dramatic increases in quality and cost efficiency. 

Privatization, however, is an educationally abstract term.  Privatization simply 

incorporates a market mechanism into educational practices through a variety of different 

methods.  One such method, for-profit school administration, into which category Edison 

falls, has gained significant momentum in the past decade.  Kurt Spring traces such 

educational privatization back to economist Milton Friedman, who sought for-profit 

exposure into the typically non-profit world.13  While Friedman perhaps first postulated 

the idea, the essential groundwork for for-profit school privatization was laid during the 

1990s by the likes of John Chubb (now an Edison spokesman) and Terry Moe (1990) and 

Paul Hill (1994), amongst others.  These theories found, similar to Friedman and 

Hanushek, that the public sector’s “preoccupation with rule-following and tolerance of 

low performance” provided incentive to push for profit “entrepreneurs” into the fertile 

public school market.14  Within this framework, “weak schools would be eliminated, 

strong ones would appear in their place, and all schools would feel the pressure of 

competition to maintain quality;” the veritable essence of a market structure. 

And it is into this market structure that Edison has set its claws.  Edison Schools 

Inc. is the entrepreneurial brainchild of Christopher Whittle.  Whittle, previously of 

Channel One notoriety15 and Esquire Magazine fame, is a true believer in the for-profit 

                                                 
13 Spring, Kurt, Making the Grade: An Analysis of California School Reform in the Case of Edison Schools 
Inc., Senior Thesis, Haverford College, Spring 2002. 
14 Hill, Paul T., “Public School by Contract: An Alternative to Privatization,” Privatizing Education and 
Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, Ed. Hakim, Simon, et. all, Praeger, Westport, 1994, 
pp. 75-87.  
15 Channel One was Whittle’s first leap into the educational world and perhaps only endeavor to match 
Edison’s controversial nature.  Channel One provides free educational technologies and networks to public 
schools, but funded them through corporate commercials.  This channel outraged many educators who 
resented students being forced to sit “captive” to company propaganda.  It was, however, wildly successful 
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sector’s ability over the non-profit sector to both “produce services in an efficient 

manner” and “accommodate the desires of consumers.”16  Thus, Whittle’s true motivation 

derives from the perceived room to streamline government bureaucracies and effectively 

manage costs, giving students a “world class education”17 and turning a modest profit in 

return.  With groups like FedEx and UPS proving such potential by dominating the 

historically non-profit mail carrier sector and making substantial profits, Whittle’s Edison 

Project set out in 1992 to do the same for education.18  Part of this efficiency gain “is 

derived from the currently popular method of Total Quality Management in which the 

number of the bureaucracy levels is reduced and decision making powers are transferred 

to the productive workers.”19  In order to establish such productive school workers, 

Whittle decided to completely reinvent the public school. 

To begin with, Whittle spent three years in developing his revolutionary vision for 

public education.  With an amassed team of educational expects, notably Yale president 

Benno Schmidt, Jr. who would be tempted away from arguably the most prestigious 

position in academia to serve as chairman of the board, the Edison problem explored 

every facet of public school education in search of the proper formula for success.  What 

it found was a combination of “aligned assessment systems, interactive professional 

development, and integrated use of technology and other proven program features” which 

                                                                                                                                                 
and served over 8 million students in 2000.  Needless to say, Whittle’s reputation as an educational 
provider has never fully recovered (See NPR).  Whittle has since sold Channel One but will remain 
ideologically packaged alongside it indefinitely. 
16 Steinberg, Richard, “Nonprofit Organizations and the Market,” The Non-Profit Sector: A Research 
Handbook, Ed. Powell, Walter W., Yale University Press, New Haven, 1987, pp. 118. 
17 Title Page, Edison Schools Inc. website, http://www.EdisonSchools.com, retrieved February 7, 2004. 
18 Kean, Thomas H., “Three Privatization Models for Public Schools,” Privatizing Education and 
Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, Ed. Hakim, Simon, et. all, Praeger, Westport, 1994, 
pp. 93. 
19 Hakim, Simon, et. all, Privatizing Education and Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, 
Praeger, Westport, 1994. 
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it structured into its daily operational planning.20  Changes implemented from the 

research based curricular approach include longer school days and academic years, 

increased community involvement, and use of the most comprehensive technological 

network devised for public schools, developed in collaboration with IBM.  Edison has 

also stressed the use of personal computers by students, faculty, and families and has 

established grant programs to provide faculty laptops and home computers for Edison 

students.21  Such strident policy and protocol has clearly earned Edison the favor of 

certain educators and districts alike.  Edison currently operates 130 schools nationwide 

and is developing partnerships overseas.  In public statements, Edison has advertised 

substantial student gains, and overall community satisfaction exceeding comparable 

district statistics.  In addition, Edison has remained adamant with regards to decreasing 

the “racial achievement gap” by acknowledging achievement rates at “several times the 

gain rates of the districts and states in which [their] predominantly African-American 

schools are located.”22  Therefore, Edison’s offering to the public school market appears 

to be a progressive step in the right direction for public school reform.  However, as this 

study will show, Edison Schools Inc. may not be the correct step for the city of 

Philadelphia to take towards urban education reform.   

 

 

Public Education In Philadelphia 

                                                 
20 Edison company profile, Edison Schools Inc. website, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/overview/ov0.html, retrieved February 7, 2004. 
21 Edison reports that as of 2002, it had provided 5,363 teacher laptop computers, 16,274 classroom 
computers, and 35,347 home computers.  Source: Fifth Annual Report on School Performance 2001-2002, 
Edison Schools Inc., http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, retrieved November 30, 2003/ 
22 Fifth Annual Report on School Performance 2001-2002, Edison Schools Inc., 
http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, pp. 5, retrieved November 30, 2003. 
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As an urban community, the Philadelphia school district has always been home to 

educational troubles.  Philadelphia, in fact, typifies the dilapidated state of nationwide 

urban education in that Philadelphia’s schools are home to virtually any conceivable 

problem faced by urban schools today.  Certainly, overall poor school quality is nothing 

new.  A study by the American Enterprise Institute found that during the 1990s, under 

mayor Ed Rendell (now the state governor), Philadelphia saw a drastic decline in both 

student test scores and public school funding disproportionate to that observed in 

comparable districts.23  This gives a very accurate portrayal of the two largest pressures 

currently faced by the District.  In recent years, these two issues have remained most 

prevalent in Philadelphia School reform.   

 As in any urban school district, money is not in excess for Philadelphia schools.  

Every year, the district is forced to make significant budget cuts and compromises in 

order to maintain an operational spending amount.  Despite such concessions, the school 

district of Philadelphia has maintained a sizeable fiscal deficit for well over a decade.  

Today, the district operates with a deficit of roughly $100 million on a $1.749 billion 

operating budget.24  This has driven per-pupil expenditures significantly down.  At the 

beginning of the 1990s, Philadelphia actually spent slightly more per pupil than both state 

and federal averages.  However, as Lott and Mast highlight, from the 1991-1992 school 

year to the 1999-2000 school year, the district reduced per-pupil spending by 9.72%, 

taking inflation into consideration.  Conversely, during this time both state and federal 

                                                 
23 Lott, John. R. Jr., and Mast, Brent, How Poorly Were Philadelphia’s Schools Really Doing?: Analyzing 
the State Takeover and the Explanation for What Happened, American Enterprise Institute, Revised August 
21, 2002, pp. 5.    
24 “Since 1989, the operating budget has failed to keep pace with inflation and increasing enrollments.”  
School District of Philadelphia, http://www.philsch.k12.pa.us/aboutus/, retrieved March 1, 2004. 
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averages, previously below those in Philadelphia, rose drastically to levels 5% higher 

than Philadelphia, creating an overall 21.2% disparity between the two.25  The district 

itself notes, however, that recently per-pupil expenditures have increased significantly 

over the last few years although they remain still “lower than the majority of the 

surrounding school districts.”26   

Along these lines, it is important to note that while the district maintains a 

substantial deficit and spends less than neighboring districts, it has observed substantial 

gains since the state takeover in 2001.  Thus, the state takeover, in its quest to increase 

spending on students and reduce inefficient operational spending, has been relatively 

successful and responds affirmatively to Lott and Mast’s questioning of the financial 

validity of such a move.  A telling example of this is the newly appointed CEO of the 

district, Paul Vallas’, plan to consolidate bureaucratic spending by relocating all branches 

of district offices under one roof.  One need only look at the for sale tag on the stunning 

art-deco historical district headquarters in Philadelphia’s museum district to comprehend 

the level of devotion the district has for spending educational dollars effectively.  The 

decision to seek solutions such as Edison’s privatization scheme arises directly from this 

precedent. 

 In addition to fiscal constraints, decreasing test scores have also plagued 

Philadelphia’s schools in recent years, as they have in many cities.  Philadelphia has been 

required by law since 1999 to comply with Pennsylvania State Educational Standards in 

administering the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment or PSSA.  The PSSA is 

                                                 
25 Lott, John. R. Jr., and Mast, Brent, How Poorly Were Philadelphia’s Schools Really Doing?: Analyzing 
the State Takeover and the Explanation for What Happened, American Enterprise Institute, Revised August 
21, 2002, pp. 7. 
26 School District of Philadelphia, http://www.philsch.k12.pa.us/aboutus/, retrieved March 1, 2004. 
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essentially a performance measuring series of tests designed to critique Pennsylvanian 

students on a statewide rubric and make inference as to which schools are functioning 

well and which schools are not.  In short, Philadelphia’s schools are performing poorly on 

these tests.  Each year, Philadelphia has produced test scores far below the majority of 

other districts.27  The PSSA, however, is not simply a measure of student success but a 

strategic means of developing school and district administrative policy.  The PSSA 

brings a sense of accountability into Pennsylvania’s public education.  Thus, schools 

benefit greatly from student success on the PSSA but can be financially punished if PSSA 

scores drop.  In the State Board of Education’s Advisory Commission’s report on 

Academic Standards, this principle of incentive-based funding is clearly articulated:   

“As a standards-based, performance-based system develops, it is important that it 
be related to education funding in Pennsylvania so that at least some of the public 
money that goes to education is directly tied to improving school performance.”28 

 
Thus, as Philadelphia’s schools have historically demonstrated poor academic 

performance through PSSA scores, school funding has been disproportionately channeled 

away from the city.  This, in turn, has led the district to put increasing emphasis on 

overcoming the PSSA barrier to acquire equitable state funds and introducing 

instructional methods that will serve this goal.  This has been strengthened by the federal 

No Child Left Behind Act (see below) and has given Edison Schools Inc. a potential 

niche to fill in the Philadelphia education market.   

 

                                                 
27 Lott, John. R. Jr., and Mast, Brent, How Poorly Were Philadelphia’s Schools Really Doing?: Analyzing 
the State Takeover and the Explanation for What Happened, American Enterprise Institute, Revised August 
21, 2002, pp.5.    
28 The Advisory Commission’s Report on Academic Standards, 1996, Pennsylvania Department of 
Education, http://www.pde.state.pa.us, retrieved March 29, 2004. 
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No Child Left Behind 

“These reforms express my deep belief in our public schools and their mission to 
build the mind and character of every child, from every background, in every part 
of America.” 

-President George W. Bush, January, 2001 

 

On January 8th, 2001, freshly appointed President Bush presented his 

revolutionary new nationwide educational plan known as No Child Left Behind to the 

American people.  After months of scrutiny and hundreds of pages of detailed legislation, 

the bill was finally passed into federal mandate later in the year.  Without a doubt, the No 

Child Left Behind legislation is the most comprehensive and revolutionary education bill 

to be passed through the federal government.  In short, the No Child Left Behind act 

nationalizes strict accountability reforms already established by states such as 

Pennsylvania to create equity in every American school.  In Pennsylvania, for example, 

the PSSA is closely monitored by the Board of Education, which sets strict standards for 

test scores and teacher quality.  Schools are then evaluated on a district, state, and 

national level and are subject to federal intervention.  The goal of this legislation is to 

have each child reach a national level of proficiency by 2013.  No Child Left Behind also 

designates certain failing schools “Title I” and mandates heightened government 

intervention and student/parent options of transferring out if the school fails to raise 

scores to federally acceptable levels.  Schools unable to bring statewide test scores up are 

subject to intervention after 3 years and “restructuring” after 5.  In other words, schools 

that cannot make the grade, become reformatted by federal sanctions, often times 

replacing the entire staff and curriculum.  In addition, sub-par districts “must permit low-
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income students to use Title I funds to obtain supplemental educational services from the 

public- or private-sector provider selected by the students and their parents.”29   

No Child Left Behind can therefore be viewed as a governmentally instituted 

market mechanism in the educational sector, with striking resemblance to a voucher 

program.30  Students have the ability to flee failing schools, forcing those schools to 

improve or move over and let a new administrator move in.  Quite frequently, Edison has 

filled this role.  Not surprisingly, in the last few years Edison has seen a surge of startup 

business, which is clearly due to the educational market demand for new, qualified school 

administration.31  As Edison promotes in its annual report: 

“By combining this new level of accountability with choice, private providers, 
and competition, the [No Child Left Behind] law also has the potential to 
restructure how public education is delivered, rewarding public schools that help 
their students succeed while replacing public schools that fail to improve with 
non-traditional alternatives…  Edison has always worked in an environment of 
accountability, much like NCLB seeks to create across the U.S.  Edison has and 
continues to work under strict requirements that can cancel a contract if test 
scores fail to improve.”32 
 

Without question, the current state of American public education has become 

increasingly conducive to outside administrators such as Edison in its quest for 

widespread school success. 

                                                 
29 Executive Summary of the No Child Left Behind Act, Department of Education website, 
http://www.ed.gov/nclb/overview/intro/execsumm.html, retrieved March 24, 2004. 
30 The voucher program was first theorized decades ago by Milton Friedman (See Spring, pp. 11).  In recent 
years it has resurfaced as an alternate public school reform technique offering publicly funded tuition 
vouchers to public school student to attend the school of their choice.  Despite earning a strong favor in 
many high ranking officials (most notably in the Republican Party) and educational theorists (see Fossey, 
2003), it has come under significant criticism for its false optimism, economic irrationality, and blurring the 
line between church and state.  For brevity’s sake, vouchers will not be discussed in this paper despite 
being a hybrid form of privatization.   
31 Since the release of Edison’s Fifth Annual Report on School Performance in 2002, Edison has increase 
its number of contracted schools from 112 to 130, a 16% increase.  
32 Fifth Annual Report on School Performance 2001-2002, Edison Schools, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, retrieved November 30, 2003. 
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The No Child Left Behind act has therefore made bold steps towards improving 

public education.  First and foremost, this act squarely confronts the fact that there is a 

failing portion of the American educational system.  By setting such high standards and 

by providing incentives for schools to improve on their own, No Child Left Behind is 

combating problems observed in turbulent districts for years.  Philadelphia schools, for 

example, have suddenly found a place at the front line of the Board of Education’s fight 

to improve public education and therefore will have a hard time slipping through the 

cracks.  This is a welcome change from watching Philadelphia schools plummet in 

quality and finance over the past decade.  Secondly, from an economic standpoint, the No 

Child Left Behind act virtually guarantees that second generation school administrators 

(e.g. those taking over a “restructured” school) will not only run the school more 

effectively, but will be prone to teaching students to achieve results on the test.  Thus, test 

scores should theoretically rise, allotting the school a larger budget, which in turn will 

attract more students and a more qualified faculty, which in turn begins the cycle over 

again.  Thus, there is validity to the department of Education’s claim that No Child Left 

Behind will work towards “ensuring that no child is trapped in a failing school.”33   

On the other hand, from a pedagogical standpoint, No Child Left Behind has 

shifted the educational focus of administrators and teachers away from “whole student” 

learning and towards teaching to tests.  Schools that plan their curriculum around test 

achievement are frequently criticized for “narrowing of the curriculum to the basic skills 

assessed and a neglect of complex thinking skills and other subject areas such as science, 

                                                 
33 Executive Summary of the No Child Left Behind Act, Department of Education website, 
http://www.ed.gov/nclb/overview/intro/execsumm.html, retrieved March 25, 2004 
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social studies, and the arts, which often [are] not the subject of testing.”34  Moreover, as 

in the case of the PSSA which acknowledges a complementary relationship to No Child 

Left Behind,35 federal sanctions to failing schools often times mean shifts of money away 

from failing schools.  Thus, poor schools are expected to improve, yet are only made 

poorer if they are unable to do so.  Finally, as Elizabeth Debray points out, No Child Left 

Behind is simply not “feasible.”36  Schools, especially in urban areas like Philadelphia, 

are already known to be failing and subjecting them to sanctions is both logistically 

irrational and economically impossible.  The initial budgetary proposal for federal 

contributions to the No Child Left Behind bill was $7.7 billion.  At the end of 

negotiations, only $1.1 billion was allocated.  Thus, there simply is not enough money in 

the program to fund each school in need.37 

It is clear, however, that schools are cognizant of this unfortunate fact.   With 

funding channeled towards those schools meeting state mandates, school districts are left 

to fend for themselves, so to speak.  As a result, public districts must take all necessary 

action to boost test scores.  No Child Left Behind has, therefore, sent failing districts 

everywhere scrambling to format schools to produce test results and meet expectations.  

It is precisely here that Edison gained a foothold in Philadelphia.  As Warren Simmons, 

former head of the Philadelphia Education Fund and renowned educational theorist, 

                                                 
34 Herman, Joan, L., “State Test Lessons: The Effects on School Reform,” Rethinking Accountability, 
Voices in Urban Education, The Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University, Spring 2003, 
pp. 47. 
35 The Advisory Commission’s Report on Academic Standards, 1996, Pennsylvania Department of 
Education, http://www.pde.state.pa.us, retrieved March 25, 2004. 
36 Debray, Elizabeth, “The Federal Role in Accountability: Assessing Recent History and the New Law,” 
Rethinking Accountability, Voices in Urban Education, The Annenberg Institute for School Reform at 
Brown University, Spring 2003, pp. 62. 
37 Fletcher, Michael, “Education Law Reaches Milestone Amid Disorder,” The Washington Post, January 8, 
2003, as quoted in Debray, Elizabeth, “The Federal Role in Accountability: Assessing Recent History and 
the New Law,” Rethinking Accountability, Voices in Urban Education, The Annenberg Institute for School 
Reform at Brown University, Spring 2003, pp. 62. 
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points out, small-scale reform such as budget consideration, curriculum adjustment, or in 

this case the small school reform movement, is seldom sufficient to compensate for No 

Child Left Behind’s rigorous expectations: 

“…the small magnitude of these gains threatens to erode support for small schools 
as a reform strategy, especially given the pressure for continued improvements in 
standardized-test scores under No Child Left Behind.” 38 
 

No Child Left Behind has, in fact, created an environment compatible with Edison’s 

school protocol.  For-profit administration, as a radical departure from historical 

precedent, may be powerful enough to overcome the pressures of both budgetary and 

achievement crises, which is exactly what is needed.  As Paul Hill writes:  

“Despite over 10 years of ferment at federal, state, and local levels, the public 
school system continues as before, as a bureaucracy that tolerates innovation on 
the margins but isolates and destroys any changes in its fundamental ways of 
doing business.”39 
 

Similarly, Thomas Kean likens the public education sector to dinosaurs, which once 

“defied all predators” but were “unable to adapt when the environment changed.”40  It is 

safe to say that public education today under strict accountability is a wildly different 

environment than even a decade ago.  Thus, while Paul Vallas and other Philadelphia 

educators have efforts focused elsewhere and often directly against privatization, Edison 

still has the theoretical potential to lift Philadelphia’s failing schools out of their furrow, 

and into a new era... even if it is a long shot.  

  

                                                 
38 Simmons, Warren, “Small Schools: From Promise to Practice,” Small Schools and Race, Voices in 
Urban Education, The Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University, Fall 2003, pp. 41. 
39 Hill, Paul T., “Public School by Contract: An Alternative to Privatization,” Privatizing Education and 
Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, Ed. Hakim, Simon, et. all, Praeger, Westport, 1994, 
pp. 75. 
40 Kean, Thomas H., “Three Privatization Models for Public Schools,” Privatizing Education and 
Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, Ed. Hakim, Simon, et. all, Praeger, Westport, 1994, 
pp. 101-102. 
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Edison Schools in Philadelphia 

Without question, Edison has faced a bumpy road in its Philadelphia 

implementation.  As stated before, skepticism of Edison in Philadelphia has been 

staggeringly high throughout the last four years and has become somewhat thematic in 

Edison’s brief history in the city.  This generally atypical friction observed by Edison in 

Philadelphia is due largely to the controversial nature through which Edison gained a 

place in the city.  Edison Schools Inc. was originally hired as a financial consultant and 

reform overseer for the state takeover in 2001.  Thus, when the state then announced that 

Edison itself would be running 45 schools, the city reacted fiercely.  First of all, no 

district, or even state had ever granted such a substantial contract to Edison, a company 

who has, to this day, yet to provide concrete evidence of educational success.  Secondly, 

Edison’s proximity to legislative decisions as a consultant created a conflict of interest 

and raised legitimate concerns over the validity of such a large-scale contract.  Third, this 

contract was announced in tandem with the decision for the State to take over the 

district’s schools.  The two decrees combined to create an overall sense of confusion, 

fear, and anger, which, although potentially irrational, led to strong Edison resistance.  

These three factors coupled with the previously described criticism of Edison amassed 

over the company’s 6-year history made the privatization tactic one of the most hotly 

debated educational issues in Philadelphia.  In the Sixth Annual Report on School 

Performance Edison, interestingly enough, recalls this: 

“The introduction of outside partners faced intense opposition from certain local 
interests throughout the spring and summer.  Contracts with the city were not 
signed until nearly the first day of school, and the fall of 2002 was spent 
overcoming pockets of resistance and lingering doubts about whether these new 
partners would even last the first year.  Edison faced the most intense opposition 
among all providers, because the company had been part of the state-led team that 
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recommended the disbanding of the Philadelphia Board of Education and the 
creation of the new School Reform Commission to oversee the city schools.  The 
state had also asked Edison to manage a large number of schools and to consult in 
the running of the school district-proposals that generated fierce local opposition 
and intense media scrutiny.”41 
 

The term “interestingly enough” is used in this case because acknowledging resistance 

and potential fallibility is not a normal Edison trait.  In this case, Edison must publicly 

admit partial defeat in order to continue down the fine line it has somehow managed to 

find in Philadelphia.  Philadelphia did, ultimately, cede control of schools to Edison but, 

in a move that only Philadelphians could make,42 the move was made completely on the 

city’s terms.  Edison was granted control of only 20 schools, and Edison was unable to 

institute any of its trademark programs such as the extended school day and calendar, 

most of its technology program, and half of its enrichment program.43  Philadelphia has 

therefore undermined Edison’s position from day one, giving indications of almost 

inevitable retreat.   

 Philadelphians, to be fair, are reasonably justified in their resistance to Edison’s 

Philadelphia program.  First of all, the Philadelphia public school district is 

predominantly African-American.  While Edison waves alleged success in closing the 

achievement gap in the face of every skeptic, extensive literature on the subject suggests 

otherwise.  First of all, The American Federation of Teachers found that “predominantly 

African-American schools managed by Edison ranked well below average compared to 

                                                 
41 Edison Schools Inc., Sixth Annual Report on School Performance 2003-2003, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, pp. 30,  retrieved April 1, 2004. 
42 One is reminded of and can draw a striking parallel here to the 2003 public outcry against the tyranny of 
the Philadelphia Eagles administration’s decision to ban outside hoagies from the newly constructed 
Lincoln Financial Field.  In response, Philadelphia’s citizens provided enough resistance to veto the 
stipulation.  At the risk of generalization, it is safe to say that Philadelphians, as consumers, demand a say 
in the things they care about and perhaps the only thing that publicly matters more than the Eagles and 
hoagies in the city, is the state of public education.    
43 Sixth Annual Report on School Performance 2001-2002, Edison Schools, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/sixthannualreport.pdf.  retrieved February 1, 2004, pp. 30-31. 
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other schools in their comparison group.”44  Secondly, acclaimed educational theorist and 

educational racial equity promoter Pedro Noguera acknowledges that the state of public 

education is clearly in need of help, yet “while such changes are desperately needed, 

…proposals for full-scale privatization may be more dangerous in that the consequences 

of such changes may have far-reaching, and presently unrecognized effects.”45  Thus, by 

pursuing an objective that appears to solve the city’s problems “superficially,” the city 

may increase the level of social and racial stratification, implying that the privatization 

scheme is far too sociologically detrimental to pursue.  Cognizant of this fact, the city has 

kept a watchful eye on Edison’s performance.  Similarly, Kemerer acknowledges that 

“privatization affects racial and economic balance in American education” and that more 

research needs to be done in order to correctly monitor schools and “legal 

developments.”46  Edison Schools Inc. has theoretically found itself in a racial 

environment in which it lacks competency to succeed.  Aware of this, the city itself has 

responded with resentment, which both increases the level of hostility and serves to 

significantly undermine the mission and the effectiveness of Edison Schools in 

Philadelphia. 

Secondly, Philadelphia’s appointment of Paul Vallas as Chief Executive Officer 

of the school district has from the start challenged Edison’s positioning in the city.  

Despite a brief, obsolete, and slightly patronizing mention of Vallas’ accomplishments in 

the city as well as his “embracement of the multiple provider model” in its performance 

                                                 
44 Nelson, F. Howard, Update on Student Achievement For Edison Schools Inc., American Federation of 
Teachers, Washington, DC, 2003, http://www.aft.org/research/edisonproject/Index.htm, retrieved February 
6, 2004. 
45 Noguera, Pedro A., More Democracy Not Less: Confronting the Challenge of Privatization in Public 
Education, Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 63, No. 2, (Spring 1994), pp. 237-250. 
46 Kemerer, Frank R., “Privatization and Vouchers in Education,” Privatizing Education: Can the 
Marketplace Deliver Choice, Efficiency, Equity, and Social Cohesion?, Ed. Levin, Henry M., Westview 
Press, Cambridge, 2001.pp. 61. 
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report, Edison must realize that Vallas is systematically working them out of the market 

they helped to create.47  Vallas has focused the majority of his efforts on one major 

reform principle: teacher quality.  Philadelphia has for years suffered from a lack of 

qualified teachers.  In 2003, Philadelphia ranked amongst some of the worst cities in the 

country for teacher quality with only 85.7% of the teacher in the city being qualified to 

teach.48  In a more shocking study, half of Philadelphia’s teachers failed to pass a recent 

qualifications test to pass certification, with nearly two thirds of math teachers failing a 

standard curricular test.49  In efforts to combat this problem, which obviously has dire 

consequences to student achievement, Vallas has initiated a wide array of public 

initiatives designed not only to ensure that teachers are adequately trained and screened 

but that the more qualified teachers get grouped with the least qualified students.  These 

initiatives “include stepped-up marketing efforts, a more streamlined hiring process, and 

support for high-quality alternate routes to teaching in partnership with local colleges and 

universities.”50  For example, Vallas has extended Philadelphia’s doors for the first time 

to Teach For America, a non-profit school/teacher partnership firm which stresses 

rigorous training and evaluation to ensure teacher quality.  Edison schools, on the other 

hand, have been the constant recipient of attacks on teacher quality for attempting to 

minimize costs by hiring only the youngest teachers, thus paying the lowest salaries.  In 

addition, Spring found in 2001 that only 55% of Edison teachers in California were fully 

                                                 
47 Edison Schools Inc., Sixth Annual Report on School Performance 2003-2003, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, retrieved April 1, 2004, pp. 30. 
48 Neild, Ruth Curran, and Useem, Elizabeth, et. all,  “Once and for All: Putting a Highly Qualified Teacher 
In Every Classroom,” Learning From Philadelphia’s Public School Reform, Research For Action, 
Philadelphia, 2003, pp. 12. 
49 Snyder, Susan, and Mezzacappa, Dale, “Teachers Come up Short in Testing,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, 
March 23, 2004.  
50 Neild, Ruth Curran, and Useem, Elizabeth, et. all,  “Once and for All: Putting a Highly Qualified Teacher 
In Every Classroom,” Learning From Philadelphia’s Public School Reform, Research For Action, 
Philadelphia, 2003, pp. 8. 
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qualified to teach compared with the state average of 88%.51  Considering that Edison is 

typically instated in the worst schools, this system ensures that the least qualified teachers 

become coupled with the lowest performing students, which is totally inconsistent with 

Vallas’ agenda.52  

 Vallas’ reforms therefore represent an administrative departure from privatization 

by attempting to realize school achievement through an increase in inputs to Hanushek’s 

value added approach to success rather than to “re-invent” public education as a whole, 

as privatization theorists argue.53  In sharp contrast to Edison’s mission, this seems to be 

the movement of the times.  New York City, for example, which faces identical problems 

with urban education and suffers from an even worse condition of underqualified teachers 

with 84.2%54 of teachers in the city being uncertified, has recently utilized this input 

adjustment approach and realized substantial gains.  For example, New York’s District 2, 

a recently established East Harlem subdivision of the greater New York school district 

under the command of Anthony Alvarado, has realized astounding achievement and 

become the “second-highest performing district in New York City,”55 by shifting funding 

directly into instructional programs and training.  Alvarado, under the “mantra: it’s about 

                                                 
51 Spring, Kurt, Making the Grade: An Analysis of California School Reform in the Case of Edison Schools 
Inc., Senior Thesis, Haverford College, Spring 2002, pp. 29. 
52 Nelson, F. Howard, “Student Achievement in Edison Schools: Mixed Results in an Ongoing 
Experiment,” American Federation of Teachers Department of Research, 
http://www.aft.org/research/edisonproject/Corners.htm. 
53 Hill, Paul T., “Public School by Contract: An Alternative to Privatization,” Privatizing Education and 
Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, Ed. Hakim, Simon, et. all, Praeger, Westport, 1994, 
pp. 80. 
54 Neild, Ruth Curran, and Useem, Elizabeth, et. all,  “Once and for All: Putting a Highly Qualified Teacher 
In Every Classroom,” Learning From Philadelphia’s Public School Reform, Research For Action, 
Philadelphia, 2003, pp. 8. 
55 Hill, Paul T., et. all, It Takes A City: Getting Serious About Urban School Reform, Brookings Institution 
Press, Washington, D.C., 2000, pp. 154. 
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instruction, and only instruction,”56 has used this technique as the principle reform 

mechanism while stepping away from more progressive agendas such as reformatting 

entire school districts.  In following, Vallas’ self-pronounced “campaign for human 

capital” stands not only to undercut Edison’s Philadelphia contract but may set the tone 

for modern school reform which will eradicate not only the market share of privatized 

school administrators like Edison, but remove the market from public education 

altogether.  Such a movement calls into question the economics at the foundation of 

public school privatization, on which Edison claims its successes. 

 

The Economics of Public School Privatization  

Ideologically, Edison has had a tumultuous time in persuading its perspective 

clientele (i.e. district officials, teachers, parents, and students) that its own brand of for-

profit administration is the way to school success.  First of all, and perhaps most 

antagonistic to Edison’s campaign, is the compulsory ethical question of is it right to put 

our children’s future in the hands of a for-profit company?  Edison conjures up uneasy 

sentiments that, to turn a profit, for-profit schools will abuse the position they hold.  

Frank Kemerer establishes this point as incentive for governmental adjudication into any 

and all educational privatization by noting that “when the profit motive is introduced, 

there is concern that providers will be more interested in money than in serving public 

needs.”57  Monitoring output is therefore crucial in for-profit administration over non-

                                                 
56 Quoted in Elmore, Richard F., and Burney, Deanna, “School Variation and Systematic Instructinoal 
Improvement in Community School District #2, New York City,” University of Pittsburgh, Learning 
Research and Development Center, 1997, pp. 5.  Cited in Hill, Paul T., et. all, It Takes A City: Getting 
Serious About Urban School Reform, Brookings Institution Press, Washington, D.C., 2000, pp. 154. 
57 Kemerer, Frank R., “Privatization and Vouchers in Education,” Privatizing Education: Can the 
Marketplace Deliver Choice, Efficiency, Equity, and Social Cohesion?, Ed. Levin, Henry M., Westview 
Press, Cambridge, 2001.pp. 59. 
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profit sectors.  In Philadelphia, by interjecting themselves into Edison’s standard 

protocol, citizens are, in a sense, monitoring Edison by proxy.  Following non-profit 

transaction cost models proposed by Krashinsky and Hansmann, monitoring for-profit 

firms prevents cost cutting and profit cheating which inevitably ends, as discussed before, 

in “market failure.”58  Since educational markets are typically associated with very high 

costs in monitoring output59 that typically yield non-profit firm involvement, and Edison 

has been contracted by Philadelphia for at least two years, Philadelphia’s actions 

represent a second-best approach to educational control.  In other words, by effectively 

lowering monitoring costs through proxy observation (i.e. implementation of city specific 

standards), Philadelphia is able to somewhat find an equilibrium in a situation which 

often times leads to market collapse or a reversion back to non-profit status.  Thus, the 

need to curb for-profit cost opportunism arises heavily in typically non-profit sectors, as 

for-profit companies are suspect with regards to corner cutting and quality lapses. 

Michael Krashinsky agrees by correlating Edison’s breakthrough pedagogy to its 

formulaic drive for profits.  In this respect, Edison Schools appear to be a double edged 

sword as “the same drive for profits that induces entrepreneurs to cut corners or quality 

also induces them to cut costs, adopt new technology, and respond rapidly to changes in 

                                                 
58 This is a derivate of argument first presented in Hansmann, H.B., “The Role of Nonprofit Enterprise,” 
Yale Law Journal, 89(5): 635-901, 1980 and applied by Krashinsky, Michael, “Transaction Costs and a 
Theory of the Nonprofit Organization,” The Economics of Nonprofit Institutions: Studies in Structure and 
Policy, Ed. Susan Rose-Ackerman, Oxford University Press, New York, 1986, pp. 116. 
59 Monitoring educational output is frequently very costly in that output cannot be easily expressed without 
reverting to simplistic test scores or by engaging in thorough research.  In addition, the nature of the 
product creates third party barriers in evaluation (see Preston, 161) and informational asymmetries (Levy, 
268).  Finally, educational output operates on a severe time lag, implying that under a “value added” 
framework (see Hanushek, 1142) monitoring costs become virtually indefinite as one lacks the ability to 
utilize future value added in the present. 
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demand.”60  Thus, significant criticism has generated around the notion that Edison’s self 

promoted increased efficiency may, in fact, come only at the price of school quality, 

which appears counterproductive to the overarching goal of increasing the quality of 

public education.  According to Fortune Magazine:  

“When [Edison] managers did attempt to cut costs, they sometimes made 
embarrassing, even dangerous, blunders.  For example, in Philadelphia [October 
2002], Edison eliminated all the so-called nonteaching assistants who monitor 
students in the hallways.  Disaster ensued: Fights and fires broke out, and police 
had to be called into one school to restore order until staffers were rehired.”61 
 

Therefore, cutting costs is in no way a positive characteristic in public education as it is 

detrimental to school success and student achievement.  Edison’s main leg to stand on is 

also its shakiest when considering efficiency may actually hinder public schools. 

This brings up the highly debatable concern over whether efficiency is a positive 

characteristic in a non-profit sector.  Clearly, any firm cutting unnecessary costs will have 

loose funds and be able to reallocate them towards a better end.  However, if the firm is 

“efficiently” running a school (i.e. producing results at a lower cost) without reinvesting, 

the school will remain efficient but at a lower level of production, or in this case success.  

This, in turn, visits the concept of cost/benefit analysis in non-profit firms.  Historically, 

the revenue theory of cost, frequently applied to higher education, stipulates that non-

profit firms will reinvest funds until exhaustion with no regard towards efficiency.  

Preston notes that “because excess profits of the non-profit must be reinvested in the 

firm, as long as the non-profit manager has a taste for quality, these excess profits will be 

used to buy quality.”  However, in Edison’s case, cut costs become company profits and 

                                                 
60 Krashinsky, Michael, “Transaction Costs and a Theory of the Nonprofit Organization,” The Economics 
of Nonprofit Institutions: Studies in Structure and Policy, Ed. Susan Rose-Ackerman, Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1986, pp. 116.  
61 O’Reilly, Brian, “Why Edison Doesn’t Work,” Fortune Magazine, December 9, 2002, pp. 153. 
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do not get reinvested.  If the marginal returns on such reinvestment are small enough, 

then clearly efficient production is an optimal solution.  Throwing money on miniscule 

gains is unnecessary when considering public school money comes from the government 

and could be reinvested towards higher social welfare elsewhere. On the other hand, if 

there is a positive marginal benefit (MB) to be made in additional educational spending, it 

is most likely optimal to spend money.  Along these lines, it seems improbable that any 

educator, anywhere in the world, at any time, would admit that additional spending would 

not in some way help (MB > 0).  Thus, by increasing efficiency and not reinvesting cut 

costs, Edison’s agenda might actually hinder the public schools it teaches in.   

In addition, school “success” is not limited to simply the education received in the 

classroom.  Success can also be measured in the level of social externalities produced. 

For example, schools can increase overall community involvement, workplace 

productivity, economic prosperity, and promote family values, all outside the classroom.  

Anne Preston finds that “non-profit entrepreneurs will produce products which generate a 

greater amount of social externalities…” while “for-profit entrepreneurs [i.e. Whittle] 

will produce products which have potentially high levels of sales revenue.”62  Preston 

therefore uses non-profit firms as the benchmark of quality while for-profit firms will 

focus primarily on the product market.  Thus, one can expect a lower quality product with 

regards to social externalities arriving from for-profit firms.  In terms of Edison schools, 

teaching to tests may win the favor of policymakers, but the overall social benefit will be 

significantly lower.   

                                                 
62 Preston, Anne E., “Efficiency, Quality, and Social Externalities in the Provision of Day Care: 
Comparisons of Nonprofit and For-Profit Firms,” The Journal of Productivity Analysis, 4, 165-182 (1993), 
1993 Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston. 
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 While questioning the ethics of efficiency in education is crucial in evaluating its 

role in society, such a debate operates under the assumption that a for-profit school 

administrator will function more efficiently than a non-profit school administrator in a 

field dominated almost exclusively by non-profits.  From an economic standpoint, this is 

not necessarily true.  Simply generating a synthesized market into public education will 

in no way guarantee increased cost effectiveness or quality increases.  Therefore, 

Edison’s claim of for-profit proficiency in public education cannot be accepted as given 

but instead gives signs of inadequacy.   

First of all, Hanushek and Rivkin find that “it is not clear that increased 

competition will necessarily result in higher school quality” due to “offsetting forces” 

that may “mute any competitive pressures.”63  In other words, simply acknowledging an 

increase in public sector competitiveness in no way determines a positive market 

reaction.  “If wealth differences or other factors related to school financing lead to more 

resources in areas with less competition, the efficiency effects of competition could be 

offset by resource differences.”64  Thus, for-profit administration, by itself, is means only 

to potential market efficiency and should be carefully disintegrated from the ranks of 

“silver bullet” reform techniques, or tactics thought to single-handedly radically uplift 

public education.65 

                                                 
63 Hanushek, Eric A., and Rivkin, Steven G., “Does Public School Competition Affect Teacher Quality?, 
The Economics of School Choice, Ed. Hoxby, Caroline M., University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2003, 
pp. 25-30. 
64 Hanushek, Eric A., and Rivkin, Steven G., “Does Public School Competition Affect Teacher Quality?, 
The Economics of School Choice, Ed. Hoxby, Caroline M., University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2003, 
pp. 30. 
65 The term “silver bullet” reform was coined by Patricia A. Wasley who noted that the latest silver bullet 
was the belief that “standards coupled with high-stakes assessments will achieve the [black/white] 
achievement gap.”  Wasley cautions that were these tactics truly silver bullets, the effort spent on 
actualized them would have drastically rectified public education.  (See Wasley, 13) 
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Moreover, there is growing concern that, due to the structural nature of the public 

education sector, there is no market advantage in for-profit administration.  For example, 

in a study of non-profit and for-profit day care providers (a field with remarkable 

similarity to education), Preston finds that “the production functions of nonprofit and for-

profit day-care centers are similar, and nonprofit day-care centers operate at similar cost 

levels to for-profit day-care centers when comparing firms offering similar products and 

services.”66  Preston did find that on average, nonprofit costs were higher, although when 

taking into consideration her additional finding that “in the federally regulated segment, 

nonprofit centers offered higher quality services than for-profit centers,” it becomes clear 

that platform of provisional superiority Edison has built for itself is quite suspect.67  To 

make a cross-comparison, in the strictly regulated public education sector, Preston’s work 

would insinuate that Edison and its counterparts reserve no efficiency advantage, yet 

produce an inferior good or, in this case, education.   

Keeping with these findings, it is clear that Edison’s efficiency principal is mainly 

inoperable in its privatization scheme.  Empirically, Edison finds itself entering into its 

tenth fiscal year without having generated a positive net profit.  In fact, according to the 

company’s annual report to stockholders, between 1996 and 2002, the company 

accumulated a $256.6 million deficit.68  Such turmoil has even forced the company to 

remove itself from being a publicly traded NASDAQ stock and has gone private in search 

                                                 
66 Preston, Anne E., “Efficiency, Quality, and Social Externalities in the Provision of Day Care: 
Comparisons of Nonprofit and For-Profit Firms,” The Journal of Productivity Analysis, 4, 165-182 (1993), 
1993 Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston. 
67 Preston, Anne E., “Efficiency, Quality, and Social Externalities in the Provision of Day Care: 
Comparisons of Nonprofit and For-Profit Firms,” The Journal of Productivity Analysis, 4, 165-182 (1993), 
1993 Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston. 
68 Edison Schools 2002 Annual Report, pp. 34, Edison Schools website, now dead link, 
http://www.EdisonSchools.com 
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of profits with a bid to buy back shares, which peaked at $35 in January 2001,69 for $1.76 

including a 4% mark-up.70  Thus, the cost effectiveness, which spawned the entire 

privatization movement and certainly gave Whittle impetus to begin his Edison venture, 

is mysteriously absent from Edison’s performance.  Edison appears unable to overcome 

the enormous “front end costs” in investment and upkeep finances by producing any 

more efficiently than a non-profit, publicly provided system.71   

Richard Steinberg is able to offer some explanation for this absence of profits in 

that:   

“It is not clear that for-profit firms that compete in the same market as non-profits 
would actually seek to maximize profits.  ‘For-profit’ is a legal designation, not a 
description of objectives, and economists have detailed a number of situations 
where for-profit firms would not seek maximal profits.  Thus, predictions about 
differences in behavior should not be predicated on the profit motive.”72 
 

This explanation, however, is insufficient, as it does not take into consideration the 

general lapse of quality Edison has recently confronted.  In addition to a financial crisis, 

Edison has been faced with cancelled contracts, school closings, and media slandering, 

all of which is inconsistent with the original privatization theories.  Moreover, Steinberg 

underestimates Edison’s drive for profits.  While Whittle’s is clearly passionate about his 

educational mission,”73 his financial actions, expenditures, history, and lavish lifestyle74 

                                                 
69 Winters, Rebecca, “Trouble for School Inc.,” Time Magazine, May 27, 2002, pp. 53. 
70 Business Week Online, “Edison Goes Private Again,” July 28, 2003, 
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/03_30/c3843062_mz012.htm.  This stock collapse stands 
in direct contradiction to the anticipated appreciation of stock in 2000.  In that year, Edison expected 
roughly 30 new schools to be implemented, a move that theoretically should have solidified the company’s 
success and pushed them into the black for the first time.  The schools did come, but the financial gains 
never did.  (See NPR) 
71 Hill, Paul T., “Public School by Contract: An Alternative to Privatization,” Privatizing Education and 
Educational Choice: Concepts, Plans, and Experiences, Ed. Hakim, Simon, et. all, Praeger, Westport, 1994, 
pp. 77. 
72 Steinberg, Richard, “Nonprofit Organizations and the Market,” The Non-Profit Sector: A Research 
Handbook, Ed. Powell, Walter W., Yale University Press, New Haven, 1987, pp. 126. 
73 O’Reilly, Brian, “Why Edison Doesn’t Work,” Fortune Magazine, December 9, 2002, pp. 154. 
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suggest otherwise.  As Fortune Magazine points out: “…No one doubts that Whittle 

would have loved to get rich from Edison.”75  Edison is a profit-maximizer, and this 

practice has offered no financial benefit.  Therefore, from an economic standpoint, school 

districts should have little incentive to push for educational privatization, as privatized 

education offers no comparative advantage over public education.   

Thus, in shifting this discussion towards Philadelphia, it is imperative to note that 

Edison’s credibility, as a recent entry into the city, was already low due to Edison’s lack 

of economic indicators of effective public school provision.  Moreover, Edison’s short 

life span as a school administrator invites a certain degree of skepticism when compared 

with the machine of public education.  As Levy writes: 

“…The widespread stability, high survival rate, and even historically striking 
expansion of public educational institutions…probably reflects considerable 
popular support and an extraordinary effectiveness in garnering resources.”76 
 

Therefore, as a Wall Street Journal editorial indicates, “ the real source of Edison’s 

troubles is that its reforms guarantee a bitter fight from those with a vested interest in the 

status quo.”77  Privatization is a radical departure from the historic provision of public 

education and, economically, Philadelphia is taking a risk, as there is no indication that 

for-profit firms are better equipped for the public school sector than non-profit firms.  

As a result, Edison Schools Inc. has a remarkable task set out before it.  To stay in 

Philadelphia, overthrow the public education status quo, and secure a part of their 

                                                                                                                                                 
74 Contrary to the strong majority of educators, Whittle is a multi-corporation entrepreneur with mansions, 
private jets, and “two pilots on the payroll.”  To somewhat cover Edison’s running debt ranging between 
$100 and $200 million, Whittle put his $46 million dollar estate in the Hamptons for sale.  As of recently, 
the house has not been sold.  Source:  Steinberg, Jacques, “In Philadelphia, 45 schools Meet Their 
Managers,” The New York Times, September 6, 2002, A16.   
75 O’Reilly, Brian, “Why Edison Doesn’t Work,” Fortune Magazine, December 9, 2002, pp. 154. 
76 Levy, Daniel C., “A Comparison of Private and Public Educational Organizations,” The Non-Profit 
Sector: A Research Handbook, Ed. Powell, Walter W., Yale University Press, New Haven, 1987, pp. 269. 
77 Mcgurn, William, “Philadelphia Dims Edison’s Lights,” The Wall Street Journal, Wednesday, March 20, 
2002. 
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constantly fluctuating market, Edison must convince the city that it will significantly 

improve the quality of public education, which is currently one of the most important 

factors in the city.  Philadelphia, more than any other city, has made this fact perfectly 

clear to Edison. 

Thus, from a theoretical standpoint, it seems clear that Edison’s future both in 

Philadelphia and in the nation’s public school sector at large, is in a jeopardized position.  

Edison seems to have reached its critical point in its privatization conquest with 

Philadelphia as its front line.  Edison has lost public support, financial support, and even 

morale78 and it seems as if all might be lost for the 12-year-old company.  As noted 

earlier, if Edison’s “market” were to fail, it would inevitably revert back to a fully non-

profit operated public school district; thus much of the privatization movement in school 

reform would be ended.  But there is one catch.    

Empirical data has yet to surface that strongly contradicts Edison’s claims 

towards student achievement.  Despite ardent ideological resentment, damaging media 

publicity, scathing reviews, and terrible financial performance, all academic studies of 

Edison Schools Inc., even the most severely biased ones, have empirically concluded that 

Edison’s test scores are roughly average or slightly below average with comparable 

schools.  The fact is, Edison claims to be producing results, and no one has been able to 

distinctly prove otherwise.  Moreover, many empirical studies have found very positive 

gains made in support of Edison.  In a recent study, Hanushek and Rivkin find that “at 

least for the largest metropolitan areas, the degree of competition [in public education] is 

                                                 
78 Edison makes clear that its work in Philadelphia is “different from its work elsewhere” and that it has 
been forced to “improvise alternatives.”  Underlying all of this Edison maintains that they feel “confident” 
that they can produce results but are still “fully accountable to the School Reform Commission.”  
Paraphrased, Edison is expressing an “if we fail, we’ll move” mentality which contrasts the previous 
mindset of “this will work,” as shown in previous reports on school performance. 
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positively related to public schools.”79  Spring as well found that “Edison schools appear 

to be significantly increasing student performance over time, while charter and traditional 

public schools show comparatively small growth during the period.”80  Empirically 

proving Edison’s inadequacy is indeed harder than theoretically placing it out. 

In short, Paul Vallas and his peers around the country are pragmatic.  Moreover, 

they are cost effective.  If Edison Schools Inc. establishes a market hold in a city and 

shows only marginal discrepancies in achievement from comparable district public 

schools, it is hard to refute the contract on the grounds of unfit provision.  Moreover, 

there are substantial costs in reconstituting and reformatting a public school.  It would be 

costlier for Vallas to cancel Edison’s 20 Philadelphia contracts, hire new administrations, 

establish a new curriculum, and reopen the schools.  At the same time, perpetuating sub-

par achievement carries immeasurable costs in the future.  We may not like to think of 

public education as an opportunity cost formula but that is exactly what it is.  Declining 

student attainment on the margins may therefore be tolerated, but a clear trend in negative 

achievement demands swift response and remedial measures.  As the decision fast 

approaches to renew or reject the contract for control of 20 schools in Philadelphia being 

operated by Edison Schools Inc., it is essential for the School Reform Commission of 

Philadelphia and the Philadelphia educational community at large to have an accurate 

idea of where this partnership will ultimately end up.  In this regard, this study will 

evaluate the potential success of Edison Schools Inc. in Philadelphia and make inferences 

                                                 
79 Hanushek, Eric A., and Rivkin, Steven G., “Does Public School Competition Affect Teacher Quality?, 
The Economics of School Choice, Ed. Hoxby, Caroline M., University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2003, 
pp. 25. 
80 Spring, Kurt, Making the Grade: An Analysis of California School Reform in the Case of Edison Schools 
Inc., Senior Thesis, Haverford College, Spring 2002, pp. 1. 
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towards the future status of what is arguably the most controversial name in American 

education. 

 

This Study 

 

The intent of this study is to perceive whether or not Edison Schools Inc. will 

operate successfully or prove detrimental to the Philadelphia public school district.  

Taking into account the previous discussion regarding the inability to adequately 

compare Edison’s performance to that of comparable non-profit public schools, this study 

will be based almost exclusively within Edison Schools and will only briefly use cross-

school comparisons in its methods.  Despite across the board critiques of Edison’s overall 

operations, it is universally acknowledged that certain Edison schools have achieved very 

high rates of success while others have under performed.  Therefore, under the 

assumption that Edison schools are primarily instated in schools with baseline 

performance and thus experience real gain, one would expect to find a wide array of real 

outcomes in Edison’s 130 schools.81  Using school data provided by Edison, this analysis 

will determine the impact of specific factors on school success by statistical analysis and 

multivariate regression and use these findings to systematically predict success rates for 

each of Philadelphia’s 20 Edison run schools.   

 

 Data 

                                                 
81 Edison only reports on 112 schools in its 2002 report despite operating 136 at the time due to sometimes 
operating two schools at one site, typically done in the case of an adjacent high school and middle school.  
As a result, Edison only reports relevant data for this study on 112 schools, counting each site once.  These 
results do not significantly alter this study. 
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This study will mainly rely on data provided by Edison in its 2002 Fifth Annual 

Report on Schools.  This report gives school specific data for each of Edison’s schools 

including racial demographics, socio-economic demographics, test scores, amount of 

time operative, parent satisfaction, and contract type.  Obviously, as a source directly 

from Edison Schools Inc., this data may be assumed to be biased.  Significant criticism 

has been made by both AFT and Western Michigan University studies about the Edison 

system of evaluating test scores in that it makes an inaccurate comparison to non-Edison 

schools.82  By regressing only Edison schools, however, this “apples and oranges” issue 

with regards to traditional public schools disappears.  Moreover, Spring makes the 

argument in the conclusion of his paper that Edison schools may indeed seem failing in 

comparison to other public schools but this is mainly due to the fact that only failing 

schools are given to Edison.83  Thus, the need arises to shy away from comparing Edison 

to non-Edison schools.  It is also important to note that the current list of schools in 

operation is somewhat insufficient as a data source in that it only lists those schools that 

are Edison schools and are presently open.  It is clear that some Edison schools have been 

tested, failed, and removed from operation (similar to what may happen in Philadelphia).  

It is therefore necessary to utilize past school performance reports to list the data from 

failing schools as well.84 

                                                 
82 Nelson, F. Howard, Update on Student Achievement For Edison Schools Inc., American Federation of 
Teachers, Washington, DC, 2003, http://www.aft.org/research/edisonproject/Index.htm, retrieved February 
6, 2004 and Applegate, Brooks, and Miron, Gary, An Evaluation of Student Achievement in Edison Schools 
Opened in 1995 and 1996, Western Michigan University, December 2000, 
http://www.wmich.edu/evalctr/edison/edison.html, retrieved February 6, 2004. 
83 Spring, Kurt, Making the Grade: An Analysis of California School Reform in the Case of Edison Schools 
Inc., Senior Thesis, Haverford College, Spring 2002, pp. 39-41. 
84 Edison, in fact, lost 18 contracts between the release of the Fifth and Sixth annual reports.  For this 
reason, the data from those schools will be used in the predictive analysis. 
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As stated before, it is extremely difficult to quantify the level of academic success 

a particular school achieves.  Adhering to Hanushek’s principle of “value added” poses 

significant problems in performing a quantitative analysis of school output.  Educational 

success can first be seen as a function of all school factors, namely teacher qualifications, 

teacher skill, class size, expenditure per student, etc…  However, such a success is also 

largely the result of self-inputs, meaning qualities the students bring to the production 

process themselves.  Examples of these are innate ability, family background, educational 

expectations, etc. These attributes are almost impossible to factor into the production 

function.  For example, how can one judge innate ability quantitatively?  In addition, the 

value added theory of education makes interval assessment extremely difficult as gains 

made are often only realized at a much later date.  Finally, universally comparing 

academic success is incredibly difficult.  As stated before, Edison Schools, Inc. publishes 

scores for each of its schools in keeping with its principles of accountability.  However, 

this data is expressed in state scores, like the PSSA, and does not include a nationwide 

comparative study.  For the purpose of this study, Edison test scores are inadequate as a 

dependent variable as they are not comparable across each school.  Therefore, in 

assessing Edison’s schools and predicting the course Edison’s Philadelphia venture will 

take, it is imperative to exercise control over the measures of school success and to 

establish a method of comprehensive evaluation which is uniformly applicable to each 

Edison school.  Keeping this in mind, this study will utilize two separate data sources in 

determining Edison’s prospective future in Philadelphia to ensure consistency. 

First, Edison rates each of the 112 schools by an “Overall Parent Satisfaction” 

grade or OPS.  Edison asks each parent to submit an evaluation of their child’s school on 
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an academic scale (A through F).  Satisfactory grades are defined as grades of A or B.  

OPS grade are then expressed as a percentage of parents expressing satisfaction over the 

total number of parent responses.  This data, along with summary statistics for each 

variable, is expressed in Table 1.  In this study, 104 OPS values are reported (8 values 

were omitted by Edison due to incomplete data) with a mean value of roughly 82%.  The 

values range from 34% to 100%.  While this data does encompass a degree of ambiguity, 

reported values exhibit a fairly normal and consistent distribution and will be useful in 

predicting trends as a dependent variable in a multivariable regression.  Moreover, while 

the term “Overall Parent Satisfaction” coupled with data centered on such a high 

percentile is clearly biased as a marketing tool, focusing this study intra-Edison controls 

for such biases.  

The second dependent variable used in this analysis will be provided from the 

American Federation of Teachers, or AFT, and shows a strikingly different data 

perspective.  The American Federation of Teachers has been a quite outspoken opponent 

of Edison from the beginning, challenging everything from their union practices to 

pedagogy.  In the “Report on Student Achievement in Edison Schools” and the 

subsequent “Update on the Report on Student Achievement in Edison Schools,” from 

which this study’s data emerges, AFT produces its own rubric for measuring student 

success and finds that Edison Schools do not perform as well as comparable public 

schools.  In proving this theory, the AFT develops two criterion of achievement: math 

and reading deciles.  These deciles express how each school performs relative to a 40-

school comparison group.  Scores are taken from multiple grades in each school, 

averaged and compared within each comparison group.  Each Edison school is measured 
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on a 1 to 10 scale with 5.5 accounting for the mean of the comparison group.  These 

values will therefore constitute two distinct dependent variables and, similar to above, 

will be regressed against school data collected from Edison.  However, while clearly 

more academically focused than the OPS variable, this data is problematic in that its 

sample size does not account for each Edison school listed.  AFT’s research comes from 

select schools only and does not therefore account for every Edison school.  AFT reports 

the reading deciles of 58 schools and the math deciles of only 55.  (See Table 1)  

Therefore, it is increasingly difficult to generate significant findings with a much smaller 

sample size and the regressions run with these two dependent variables show fewer 

trends in successful schools.  Nevertheless, despite an antagonistic stance to Edison and 

an undersized data set, both decile variables do show trends in racial, geographical, and 

school demographics in keeping with the findings from the first regression. 

    

Methodology 

In order to determine factors affecting success of Edison schools, I will estimate 

the following equation: 

 

Successi = a + bSchoolDemi + cRaceDemi + dCurriculari + eContracti + ∈i 

 

The dependent variable success is measured three different ways, using the OPS 

values generated by Edison and described above, the AFT reading decile, and the AFT 

math decile. 
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The first set of dependent variables, SchoolDemi, represent school demographics 

and school location.  Included in this category are the variables yearsopen (the number of 

years an Edison school has been operational), enrollment (the total student population in 

a given school), studentstaffratio (the ratio of students to faculty).  Coefficients for these 

variables can be interpreted as the effect on success of a one year, student, or 

student/faculty multiple, respectively, increase in these values, holding all else constant.  

Following AFT and Western Michigan University studies which note a success increase 

proportional to years operational, I hypothesize the coefficient for yearsopen to be 

positive.85  Conversely, following small school reform ideology, coefficients for both 

enrollment and studentstaffratio should take on negative values, as increases in student 

population can be assumed to be detrimental to school success.86  The SchoolDemi set of 

variables also includes the dummy variable StatePA which takes on a value of 1 if the 

school is located in Pennsylvania.  Coefficients on the StatePA variable can be interpreted 

as the effect on success experienced by a school operating in the state of Pennsylvania, 

holding all else fixed.  Returning to previous arguments made regarding the high level of 

state accountability in addition to federal mandates, below average levels of state 

spending, and Edison’s relatively new but discouraging history in neighboring Chester, 

PA, 87 I anticipate a negative value on this coefficient. 

                                                 
85 See Applegate, Brooks, and Miron, Gary, An Evaluation of Student Achievement in Edison Schools 
Opened in 1995 and 1996, Western Michigan University, December 2000, and Nelson, F. Howard, Update 
on Student Achievement For Edison Schools Inc., American Federation of Teachers, Washington, DC, 
2003. 
86 See Wasley, Patricia A., “In Search of Authentic Reform,” Small Schools and Race, Voices in Urban 
Education, The Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University, Fall 2003 and  Simmons, 
Warren, “Small Schools: From Promise to Practice,” Small Schools and Race, Voices in Urban Education, 
The Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University, Fall 2003. 
87 Based on both Edison’s Report on School Achievement, and the AFT’s Update on Student Achievement, 
showing baseline scores in all three measures of achievement.  Once again, operating under the assumption 
that Edison is instituted in similarly failing schools, the assumption can made that the across the board 
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The second set of dependent variables, RaceDemi, represent the racial profile of 

the student population.  Included in this set of variables are africanamerican, 

asianpacific, and hispanic.   Each variable corresponds to the percentage of the 

corresponding race in the student population.  Coefficients can be interpreted as the effect 

on success of a one percentage point increase in the group’s representation, holding all 

else constant.  The sign of the coefficients for the africanamerican variable are a subject 

of great debate.  Edison claims that it narrows the racial achievement gap in 

predominantly African American schools with achievement on par with comparable 

predominantly white schools and “gain rates one and a half to eight times the respective 

district and state averages in which they are located.”88  This would indicate a positive 

coefficient on the variable africanamerican.  On the far other hand, AFT strongly claims 

that “Predominantly African American schools managed by Edison ranked well below 

average to other public schools in their comparison group.”  This clearly contradicts 

Edison’s reports and suggests a negative coefficient.  Despite obvious biases on the part 

of AFT, Edison’s claims remain chiefly suspect due to a lack of statistical proof and an 

obvious marketing ploy.  Thus, I suspect the AFT results to be significant and 

hypothesize that the africanamerican variable take on a negative coefficient.  No source 

has yet commented on Edison’s success rates with regards to Hispanic or Asian/Pacific 

students.  However, with increases in ethnic populations in an urban school come 

increased demand for literacy and English as a second language (ESL) programs.  These 

                                                                                                                                                 
negative performance of Edison schools in Chester reflects an external antagonistic relationship between 
the Edison and Pennsylvania schools.  Further support for this claim comes from noting that in limiting 
Edison to a skeletal curriculum in Philadelphia, the SRC, a statewide organization, developed an 
unorthodox relationship with Edison previously unseen throughout the country. 
88 Fifth Annual Report on School Performance 2001-2002, Edison Schools, 
http://www.edisonschools.com/design/d23.html, retrieved November 30, 2003, pp. 24-25. 
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programs are incredibly costly and should therefore be a hindrance towards a for-profit 

firm making an attempt to cut costs and realize profits.  Thus, I would hypothesize 

negative coefficients on both variables, ceteris paribus. 

Along these lines, the third set of independent variables, Curriculari, represent 

the profiles of various school programs.  Included in this set are variables for ESL 

programs, special education programs, and free and reduced lunch programs which serve 

in this case as a proxy for a poverty variable.  Each variable’s value corresponds to the 

percentage of overall student body participating in each program.  Coefficients of these 

variables can be interpreted as the effect on success from a one percentage point increase 

in student participation, holding all else fixed.  For reasons stated above, each of these 

programs places extremely high costs on schools and are therefore contradictory to 

Edison’s motives.  Thus, the model should predict negative coefficients on each variable.  

This set of variables also includes variables kindum and nonkgdum.  The dummy 

variable kindum takes on a value of 1 if the school operates a kindergarten classroom89 

and the dummy nonkgdum takes on a value of 1 if the school neither operates a 

kindergarten nor traditionally graduates students.  Coefficients on each variable are 

interpreted as the effect of success from a school either operating a kindergarten program 

or operating a non-kindergarten/non-graduating curriculum, respectively, in comparison 

to schools that graduate seniors.  One would expect a positive relationship, and thus a 

positive coefficient, between younger students and success measured in overall parent 

satisfaction (OPS) as parents typically are more involved in the educational practice at 

                                                 
89 Edison operates 12 schools from a preschool level and up (preK).  Since the distinction between 
kindergarten schools and non-kindergarten schools is made under the assumption of systematic differences 
between the two school formats, it will be assumed here that preK schools operate similar to kindergarten 
schools and will be included in this category. 
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lower grades, hence have more input and stake in the results.  Thus, in the OPS equation, 

one would anticipate a positive coefficient on both kindum and nonkgdum although 

slightly less for nonkgdum as the ages of students tend to be older.  This does not, 

however, indicate whether or not such success is also manifested in test scores.  The 

coefficients on both variables are therefore initially unclear and will perhaps determine 

which educational stage Edison is best equipped to provide. 

The final set of variables, Contracti, represent dummy variables for six typical 

scenarios in which Edison is contracted to operate a public school.  Each variable and its 

corresponding definition is as follows:  

• chrt_prt_dum    Charter Partnership 
• district_Chrt_dum    District Charter 
• district_contract_dum  District Contract 
• district_prt_dum   District Partnership 
• ind_chrt_dum     Independent Charter 
• state_contract_dum    State Contract 

 
Coefficients on these variables can be interpreted as the measured effect on success of a 

school operating in the preceding type of association as compared to another form of 

contract, namely a state partnership.   In anticipating successful trends in contract type, 

one must first understand that charter and partnership schools are, by nature, high 

performing public schools.90  Thus, one would almost certainly anticipate coefficients on 

these variables to be positive.  On the other hand, Edison schools under state contracts are 

typically contracted in emergency failing schools and can be expected to show very low 

levels of achievement and a negative coefficient.  District contracted schools often times 
                                                 
90 Charter schools are public schools run by private providers but funded by public money.  By federal 
provision, charter schools can be initiated by anyone, pending approval, and funded as any other public 
school.  Theoretically, admission in these schools is non-discriminating and schools typically offer smaller, 
more progressive educational techniques.  Despite criticism and questioning of the admission process, the 
charter movement has been seen as a massive breakthrough in both the national and Philadelphia 
educational community.  For a more detailed account of charter schools see Kirkpatrick, 2000, Sawhill and 
Smith, 2000, and Spring, 2002. 
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fall into the same category although with less of a degree of desperation.  Therefore, the 

coefficient for these schools should be negative, but to a lesser extent than state 

contracted schools.  Interestingly enough, Edison Schools Inc. lists all of Philadelphia’s 

schools91 to be under district contract, not state contract, despite submitting to a state 

takeover.  While this is clearly due to the fact that the SRC is composed of both city and 

state officials, thus qualifying Philadelphia for district contract status, Philadelphia’s 

schools certainly share a common thread to those schools under emergency takeover 

sanctions.    

 As stated before, after identifying factors affecting success of Edison schools, I 

will then predict the future success, measured in all three ways, of Philadelphia’s Edison 

run schools.  For each measure of success I ran six separate regressions.  The first three 

regressions for school success use only school demographics, only curricular 

demographics, and only racial demographics as independent variables.  The fourth 

regression uses both school and curricular demographics as independent variables.  The 

fifth regression is similar to the fourth, but controls for contract type by including the 

Contracti set of variables.  The final regression uses all four sets of independent 

variables in determining trends of success in Edison schools. 

 Once each regression is run, data from each individual Philadelphia school is 

collected and substituted into each of the six regression equations for all three measures 

of success.   Individual school success predictions are calculated by averaging each of the 

six regressions for each success measure.  Philadelphia averages are then calculated by 

                                                 
91 To clarify, Edison currently operates 21 schools in Philadelphia.  Anderson Elementary School opened in 
2000 as an independent charter and has therefore escaped the public furor of the recent 20 school takeover.  
While the argument presented here deals primarily with the district contract schools, Edison’s success does 
incorporate every school instated in the city.  As a result, Anderson Elementary is included in the predictive 
analysis. 
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averaging each of the 21 predicted values for each measure of success.  These results are 

then compared to the national averages of Edison schools and tested for significance 

through t-tests.  In addition, to test the hypothesized effects of the yearsopen variable on 

school success, predictions of Philadelphia school success are also made after increasing 

the years open by two, simulating success results for the 2005-2006 school year, and 

giving the Philadelphia schools the median years open for all Edison schools.   

 

Results 

 

Summary Statistics 

Before turning to the regression results, Table 1 represents descriptive statistics 

for all variables used in the regression.  From the data, several significant observations 

can be made.  First of all, Philadelphia’s Edison schools are noticeably smaller than the 

national Edison average with a discrepancy of almost 100 students, at the 99% 

confidence level.  In addition, the student to staff ratio is drastically smaller than the 

national average.  Following arguments based on small school reform and the benefits of 

small classrooms, both statistics reveal potential for Philadelphia to produce above 

average results.  Interestingly enough, these variables only show a small correlation of 

.1386, implying that both factors, small classrooms and a small overall community, may 

have an independent effect on success. 

Racially, these findings show a much higher percentage of African American 

students in Philadelphia Edison schools.  If Edison does indeed show poor results when 

dealing with predominantly African American student populations, this percentage could 
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be problematic for Edison success.  Edison also shows a very small increase in the 

Hispanic population over the national average and a very small decrease in Asian/Pacific 

population.  These effects compared with the national scores should be negligible. 

In terms of programs, Philadelphia’s Edison schools operate a smaller ESL 

program than most Edison schools, but have more children in special education 

programs.  Since both programs are hypothesized to be detrimental to school success, it is 

unclear whether or not this will play out in the Philadelphia Edison schools’ favor.  In 

addition, Philadelphia’s student demographic is significantly poorer than the national 

average at the 99% confidence level, as represented by the free and reduced lunch 

variable.  This should put Edison in Philadelphia at an educational disadvantage from the 

start. 

 

Multivariate Regression 

Regression Phase 1.  -  Overall Parent Satisfaction as Dependent Variable 

I.  First of all, using only school demographics as independent variables, 

Regression I shows, as predicted, although without significance, that the variable 

yearsopen has a positive relationship to OPS such that every year a school is open 

increases OPS by 0.537 percentage points, holding all else fixed.  (See Table 2)  Both the 

variable enrollment and the variable studentstaffratio show a very slight positive 

relationship to OPS but also without significance.  In keeping with previous findings, 

StatePA shows a sizeable negative relationship to OPS in that an Edison school from 

Pennsylvania would have a 13.28 percentage point decline in Overall Parent Satisfaction 
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with a confidence level of 99%.  It is clear from this regression that simply being in 

Pennsylvania has a negative effect on success.   

 

II.  Regressing OPS on only racial demographics in Regression II shows a strong 

and statistically significant negative relationship between Overall Parent Satisfaction and 

the percent of African Americans making up the student population such that a one 

percentage point increase in the African American population decreases the OPS score by 

0.117 percentage points, holding all else fixed.  The variables asianpacific and hispanic 

both show a negligible and insignificant positive relationship with OPS as well. 

 

III.  As Edison operates primarily in very poor urban areas and serves 

predominantly African American student bodies, a correlation between the variables 

africanamerican and frlunch, the proxy variable for poverty, was done before observing 

the effects of school curriculum demographics on OPS in regression III.  The correlation 

test produces a value of 0.1423, showing very slight positive correlation but eliminating 

the concern for multicollinearity.  For this reason, frlunch is included in the analysis to 

control for economic factors.  The variable shows a weak and insignificant negative 

relationship to OPS such that a one percentage point increase in students receiving free or 

reduced lunches decreases the Overall Parent Satisfaction score by 0.033 percentage 

points, holding all else fixed.    The percent of students in special educational programs 

also has a negative but statistically insignificant effect on Overall Parent Satisfaction, 

reducing OPS by 0.145 percentage points for every percentage point increase in students 

in special education programs.  On the other hand, contrary to previous assumptions, the 
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variable esl has a positive and statistically significant relationship to OPS such that a one 

percentage point increase in ESL participation increases OPS by 0.126 percentage points, 

holding all else fixed.  Finally, the results of the Regression III show a very strong and 

statistically significant positive relationship between schools operating a kindergarten 

program and Overall Parent Satisfaction such that simply offering such a program 

increases the OPS scores 27.807 percentage points.  In addition, middle schools, or 

schools neither offering a kindergarten program nor a 12th grade program, also show a 

strong and statistically significant positive relationship with OPS by raising the total OPS 

scores by 17.637 percentage points.  This implies that schools operating high school 

programs have a significant disadvantage in terms of parent satisfaction.  While this may 

be partially do to the structural differences in assessment, pedagogy, and expectations 

between younger and older students and the theoretical notion of dissolution of school 

support over time, it is safe to conclude that school type does have a very strong 

relationship with parental satisfaction. 

 

IV.  Regression IV, the utilization of both school demographics and curriculum 

demographics, shows an increase in magnitude for the yearsopen variable from 

regression I.  This implies that when controlling for the special needs of students, and the 

individual curriculum structures of Edison schools, the benefit of experience in 

administration is actually higher than predicted previously.  In addition, the variable 

studentstaffratio takes on a coefficient value of -0.340 from the 0.0634 predicted value in 

Regression I.  The drastic increase in magnitude and sign change shows that when 

controlling for curriculum and special program allocation, Edison operates most 
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successfully in larger classrooms.  The variable StatePA diminishes in magnitude 

slightly, implying that some of the negative trends in Pennsylvania Schools can be 

accounted for  by means of curricular demographics.  The other variables show no 

significant deviations. 

 

V.  Controlling Regression IV for contract type in Regression V shows further 

variation in the model.  First of all, the variable for years open drastically reduces in 

magnitude to 0.123, meaning that the effect of experience on OPS is substantially less 

than predicted when controlling for contract type.  In other words, the type of school 

Edison is operating explains much of the gains realized from the number of years the 

school has operated.  Similarly, the variable esl shows a sizable drop in magnitude when 

controlling for contract type.  Moreover, the variable for StatePA falls dramatically, 

indicating that a large portion of the losses from operating a school in Pennsylvania 

comes instead from the school contract type.  In other words, having a school contracted 

by the state or district also has a large detrimental effect on performance.   

That being said, contract type variables show clear trends in keeping with the 

previous discussion with the exception of the dummy variable for independent charter 

schools, which shows consistent negative coefficients interpreted as a 3 percentage point 

decline in OPS for any school operating as an independent charter.  As argued before, 

dummy variables for district charter and state charter schools also produce negative 

coefficients, with the state contract dummy showing a sizeable and statistically 

significant negative relationship to OPS at a rate of a rough 13 percentage point decline 

in OPS scores for these schools.  As hypothesized the district contract school dummy is 
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much smaller in magnitude.  The district partnership dummy shows a very strong but 

insignificant positive relationship to OPS on the order of 8 percentage points while the 

district charter shows only a marginal insignificant OPS advantage. 

Finally, the variable frlunch shows a positive coefficient when controlling for 

contract type.  This indicates that Edison schools generally produce higher results in 

schools with a higher percentage of poverty, although the results are small and 

insignificant. 

 

VI.  Finally, adding racial demographics to Regression V in consideration of each 

independent variable, Regression VI shows some important results.  First of all, the 

variable africanamerican decreases slightly in magnitude and loses all significance when 

controlling for all other factors.  This implies that some of the negative results observed 

in predominantly African American schools can instead be traced to other factors.  More 

specifically, when controlling for contract type, this implies that many of these negative 

results come from state and district contracted schools and implies that these schools, 

typically emergency contracted schools, are similar to predominantly African American 

schools.    

The variable esl also loses magnitude and significance and takes on a slightly 

negative coefficient when controlling for race.  In addition, the hispanic variable switches 

signs and becomes negative when included with the ESL participation.  Therefore, when 

controlling for the percentage of Hispanic students in a school, ESL participation has an 

overall negative effect on success in Edison schools.  Due to the high level of correlation 

(.7367) between hispanic and esl, these variables are omitted together from the first five 
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regressions.  They are however, added to the last regression to factor in any effects they 

might have on OPS.  There is, for example, a difference in parents who feel satisfied that 

their child can find an ESL program at their Edison school versus a parent who feels 

satisfied just knowing the school offers one to those in need.  Therefore, despite concerns 

of multicollinearity, both factors are included in the final regression.  Acknowledging 

this, the R2 value for the final regression (R2  = .5243) is rather high considering the very 

small sample size, this value is only marginally higher than the previous regression, thus 

seemingly mitigating multicollinearity effects.  With the exception of these two variables, 

the model appears free of such overlap.   

  

 

Regression Phase 2. – AFT Math Decile as the Dependent Variable 

I.  Regression I shows again that the variable yearsopen has a positive 

relationship, although with statistical significance, to aftmathdecile such that every year a 

school is open increases the AFT Math decile score by 0.534 deciles, holding everything 

else constant.  (See Table 3)  Similar to regression phase 1, both the variable enrollment 

and the variable studentstaffratio show a very slight positive relationship to aftmathdecile 

but without significance.  StatePA again shows a negative relationship to aftmathdecile in 

that an Edison school from Pennsylvania will perform marginally worse than other 

Edison schools, although with a very small magnitude and without significance.  

 

II.  Regression II shows a much weaker and insignificant negative relationship 

between the AFT Math decile and the percent of African Americans making up the 
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student population such that a one percentage point increase in the African American 

population decreases the AFT Math score by -0.007 deciles, holding all else fixed.  The 

variable asianpacific, however, shows a strikingly high and statistically significant 

relationship to AFT Math contrary to predictions such that a one percentage point 

increase in the population of Asian/Pacific students increases the AFT Math decile score 

by 0.450, holding all else fixed.   Hispanic shows a very small but insignificant positive 

relationship as well. 

 

III.  Using only curriculum demographics in Regression III, the variable esl once 

again has a strong and statistically significant relationship to AFT Math such that a one 

percentage point increase in ESL participation increases the AFT Math decile score by 

0.159, holding all else fixed.  The variables specialed and frlunch also show a similar 

pattern to before with a small but insignificant negative relationship to AFT Math.  The 

kindum and nonkgdum variables show strikingly similar results to regression phase 1 in 

both sign and relative magnitude of the coefficients, although without the statistical 

significance found in the first phase.  The 2.361 coefficient on kindum is interpreted to 

mean that an Edison school operating a kindergarten classroom will have AFT Math 

scores 2.361 deciles higher than schools not having these classes, holding all else 

constant.  Likewise, schools not operating kindergarten classrooms nor graduating 12th 

grade students will have AFT Math scores 1.758 deciles higher than schools graduating 

12th grade students, as indicated by the nonkgdum coefficient.   
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IV.  Using both school and curriculum demographics in Regression IV, the 

yearsopen variables loses both magnitude and significance, implying that the effect of 

school experience on AFT Math scores is sizably less when controlling for school 

demographics and curricula.  Secondly, as in the first phase of regressions, 

studentstaffratio takes on a slight negative coefficient when controlling for curriculum 

factors, once again implying that Edison functions optimally with larger classrooms.   

Unlike the first phases of regression, however, the variable StatePA drastically 

increases in magnitude, taking on a value of  -0.608.  Therefore, when controlling for 

curricula based factors and special programs, Edison schools in Pennsylvania will 

produce AFT Math scores -0.608 deciles below the Edison national average, holding all 

else fixed.  This once again supports the concept that Edison schools in Pennsylvania 

have a predisposition towards failure.  Also, coefficients on both kindum and nonkgdum 

decrease in magnitude when controlling for school demographics, although without 

significance. 

 

V.  In Regression V, the coefficient on variable yearsopen again gains 

significance and increases in magnitude to 0.542, strengthening the claim that Edison 

schools improve over time.  In addition, both kindum and nonkgdum coefficient values 

decrease to 1.206 and 0.723 repectively, when controlling for contract type variables.     

Another revealing piece of data emerging from this regression is the trend of 

district contracted Edison schools (like 20 of those in Philadelphia) to produce 

significantly lower results on the AFT Math ranking.  The district contract coefficient of 

–3.864 implies that there is a negative and statistically significant relationship such that 
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schools contracted by the district would rank 3.684 deciles (36.84%) lower than other 

Edison Schools, holding everything else constant.  In addition, independent charter 

schools (which represent the non-district contract school in Philadelphia), show a 

negative and statistically significant relationship, similar to district contract schools, 

reducing the overall AFT Math decile ranking by 3.114.  State contract and district 

charter schools both also show negative trends on the order of 3 deciles but without 

significance while the district partnership shows no trend.   

 

VI.  Regression VI, the inclusion of all independent variables, again shows the 

fluctuation of the yearsopen coefficient, decreasing in magnitude and significance when 

controlling for racial demographics.  Studentstaffratio, on the other hand, becomes 

positive and increases in magnitude with racial demographics included but without 

significance.  This again shows that, controlling for all other variables, Edison schools 

operate more successfully in larger classrooms.   

As seen before in the phase 1 regressions on Overall Parent Satisfaction, 

controlling for the Hispanic population in Edison schools gives the esl variable a negative 

coefficient showing in this case that a one percent increase in ESL participation decreases 

the AFT Math decile score by 0.079  (.79%), holding all else constant.  Both district 

contract variable coefficient remains statistically significant and increase in magnitude 

while coefficients on both kindum and nonkgdum decrease in magnitude.  This indicates 

that, when controlling for all other factors, the grade structure curriculum of a school has 

a smaller effect on math test scores than previously assumed while the type of contract 

plays a larger role in determining these scores.   
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 Regression Phase 3. – AFT Reading Decile as the Dependent Variable  

I.  Regression I shows, for the third time, that the variable yearsopen has a 

positive and statistically significant relationship to AFT Reading deciles such that every 

year a school is open increases the AFT Math decile score by 0.708 deciles at the 99% 

confidence level, holding everything else constant.  (See Table 4)  There is therefore 

strong evidence that school performance increases heavily with the number of years a 

school has been open.  Similar to regression phases 1 and 2, both the variable enrollment 

and the variable studentstaffratio show a very slight positive relationship to AFT Reading 

but without significance.  Interestingly enough, the StatePA shows for the first time a 

positive relationship to AFT Reading in that an Edison school from Pennsylvania will 

score 1 full decile above the national average, although this finding is without statistical 

significance.  This is clearly the first indication that Pennsylvania schools may over 

perform in any category relative to other Edison schools. 

 

II.  As in phase 2, using only racial demographics as independent variables, shows 

a weak and insignificant negative relationship between the AFT Reading decile and the 

percent of African Americans making up the student population such that a one 

percentage point increase in the African American population decreases the AFT Reading 

score by -0.011 deciles, holding all else fixed.  Moreover, in Regression II, the variable 

asianpacific again shows an incredibly high and statistically significant relationship to 

AFT Reading such that a one percentage point increase in the population of Asian/Pacific 
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students increases the AFT Reading decile score by 0.482 at the 95% confidence level, 

holding all else fixed.   Thus, as before, Edison schools with high Asian/Pacific 

populations tend to score higher on both AFT tests than do schools with low percentages 

of Asian/Pacific students.  Hispanic shows a very small and insignificant positive 

relationship to AFT Reading deciles. 

 

III.  Using only curriculum demographics in Regression III, the variable esl once 

again has a strong and statistically significant relationship to AFT Reading such that a 

one percentage point increase in ESL participation increases the AFT Reading decile 

score by 0.186 at the 95% confidence level, holding all else fixed.  The variable specialed 

also shows a similar pattern to before with a small but insignificant negative relationship 

to aftreadingdecile.  Unlike before, however, the frlunch variable shows a statistically 

significant negative relationship to AFT Reading deciles such that a one percent increase 

in students participating in the free and reduced lunch program will score .032 deciles 

lower on the AFT Reading tests at the 95% confidence level, holding all else fixed.   

Also different in this regression are the coefficients for the kindum and nonkgdum 

variables.  In contrast to the previous two regressions, both coefficients take on values of 

-0.274 and -0.718 respectively.  Although these findings maintain the trend for 

kindergarten schools to perform better than non-kindergarten/non-graduating schools, it 

places both curricular programs at levels below schools graduating 12th graders, although 

these findings are without statistical significance. 
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IV.  As in phase 2, using school and curriculum demographics in Regression IV, 

the yearsopen variables loses both magnitude and significance, implying that the effect of 

school experience on AFT Math scores is sizably less when controlling for school 

demographics and curricula.  Secondly, as in the first two phases of regressions, 

studentstaffratio takes on a slight negative coefficient when controlling for curriculum 

factors, again implying that Edison schools produce higher scores with larger classrooms.   

The variable StatePA, which produced a strong positive coefficient in Regression 

I, reduces to an insignificant 0.024 when controlling for curriculum demographics, 

implying that state environment may have a negligible effect on reading results in 

Pennsylvania.  Also, the coefficients on both kindum and nonkgdum increase in 

magnitude to larger negative values when controlling for school demographics, without 

significance, implying that both types of schools operate at a significant disadvantage to 

schools with a 12th grade program.   

 

 V.  As in regressions on AFT Math deciles (phase 2), Regression V shows an 

almost identical increase in magnitude and statistical significance on the yearsopen 

variable coefficient when controlling for contract type variables.  The regression also 

shows an increase in the StatePA coefficient to 0.435 without significance, which is still 

positive but inconsistent in magnitude with Regressions I and IV.  This shows great 

variability and inconsistency in the StatePA variable vis-à-vis AFT Reading deciles and 

does not give an adequate representation as to the actual effect of the Pennsylvania 

environment on reading success in Edison schools.  In addition, the coefficients on both 

kindum and nonkgdum again increase in magnitude to larger negative values when 
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controlling for school demographics, without significance, implying that older students in 

Edison schools may perform better in reading assessments than younger students.  Unlike 

previous phases, none of the contract type variables show significance in the model.  

However, similar trends are apparent in Regression V such that district contract, 

independent charter, and state contract schools all perform at sizeable disadvantage to all 

other Edison schools.   

 

 VI.  Finally, including all variables in Regression VI shows almost identical 

results to phase 2.  First of all, the esl variable becomes negative when controlling for the 

Hispanic population, implying across the board that Edison generally operates at a 

disadvantage with high numbers of students in an ESL program.  Secondly, the 

yearsopen variable loses significance and decreases slightly in magnitude when 

controlling for all other factors.  Also, the studentstaffratio variable becomes slightly 

positive without significance when controlling for race, once again showing that Edison’s 

larger classroom are producing better results.  Finally, each of the contract type variable 

coefficients become increasingly negative when controlling for the high Asian/Pacific 

gains in AFT Reading scores.   

  

 

Summary 

A multi-phase summary of the regressions yields that school success, taken in all 

three definitions, is heavily dependent on race, however, not necessarily as predicted.  All 

three regression phases show a very strong negative relationship between the population 
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of African American students in an Edison school and school success, in keeping with 

previous discussions, although this factor diminishes when controlling for contract type.  

Contrary to predictions, however, regression phases 2 and 3, find strong positive 

relationships between a school’s Asian/Pacific population and its success.  Regressions 2 

and 3, in particular, post astonishingly high coefficients, suggesting that Edison schools 

with high concentrations of Asian/Pacific students perform very well in the AFT success 

rubric.  All three phases generally also show small positive gains from increases in 

Hispanic populations, although show wavering statistical significance.  When controlling 

for ESL participation, these figures become negative although multicollinearity suggests 

that the two coefficients in the last regression may not accurately reflect the relationships 

to school success.  On the other hand, when controlling for the Hispanic populations, 

regression analysis suggests that Edison schools produce sub par results with high 

enrollment in ESL programs.   

In addition, each phase of regressions supports the idea that schools achieve 

higher success over time.  The very strong and consistent coefficients on the yearsopen 

variable across the board make clear the notion of improvement over time in Edison 

schools.  Contrary to the previous hypothesis, enrollment also shows positive 

relationships in each phase although with varying strengths.  This indicates that Edison is 

better equipped at dealing with a large number of students and brings up the possibility 

that Edison’s specific curriculum is targeting towards this mean.  Student/Staff ratio 

shows a very strong trend throughout the study, suggesting that Edison’s curriculum 

operates with a higher degree of success in a large classroom.  This indicates that 
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Edison’s unique curriculum is indeed geared towards efficiency in education, 

streamlining procedures, and maximizing individual teaching abilities.   

The StatePA variable predictably shows strong negative relationships to success 

in the first two phases and a fluctuating positive relationship in the third.  This brings up 

two possibilities.  First of all, this quite possibly indicates that Pennsylvania state literary 

programs are more effective vis-à-vis nationwide literary programs.  Edison schools in 

Pennsylvania, in implementation of these programs, would then reserve a literacy 

advantage over non-Pennsylvania Edison schools.  Secondly, this could reveal that the 

external educational environment in a state has no bearing on school success.  However, 

given the strong statistical significance found in phase 1 coupled with previous arguments 

made in this paper, this seems improbable.  Pennsylvania does, in fact, provide strong 

support to schools with its renowned and successful Family Literacy Program, 92 amongst 

others.  In addition, the variability and inconsistency of the magnitude of the StatePA 

variable, makes it difficult to undermine consistent findings in the first two phases.  Thus, 

it remains the case that, empirically, Pennsylvania does indeed promote an external 

environment, which is antagonistic to Edison’s operations.  Edison success is, in fact, 

dependent on state environment.  This is supported by other non-Edison research which 

finds Edison to achieve significantly higher results in certain states (Colorado) while 

underperforming in other states (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York).93   

                                                 
92 Pennsylvania Family Literacy Website, http://www.pafamilyliteracy.org, retrieved April 22, 2004.  From 
the 2001 report on program success: “…Elementary school teachers reported that school-aged children 
demonstrated gains in academic areas, were more positive about schooling, more interested in learning, and 
read more books.” 
93 Nelson, F. Howard, Update on Student Achievement For Edison Schools Inc., American Federation of 
Teachers, Washington, DC, 2003, http://www.aft.org/research/edisonproject/Index.htm, retrieved February 
6, 2004. 
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In addition, statewide results in each measure of success are compiled and 

compared to the national mean in each measure of success.  These results show that 

Edison schools in Pennsylvania on average perform below the average Edison AFT 

decile level by .24 and .97 in reading and math respectively.  More strikingly, these 

schools receive the lowest possible average OPS score with 69.09, which is 12.88% 

below the national average.  Dropping the two lowest Pennsylvania OPS scores as 

outliers, 34% and 38%, which are 1.684 and 1.492 standard deviations away from the 

average respectively and should not therefore be considered outliers under the traditional 

2 standard deviation rule, this average rises to 76.44% and is still the fifth lowest score.   

Results from the first two phases also suggest that Edison schools operating 

kindergarten programs and schools not graduating students are at an educational 

advantage over Edison schools graduating students.  Leaving out skewed findings in the 

third regression phase, this indicates that Edison’s curriculum is geared more towards 

lower grades, making its younger programs significantly stronger than its older programs.  

As predicted special education programs in Edison schools generally show poor 

academic returns, confirming suspicions that Edison, as a for-profit administrator, 

operates best with streamlined, no frills production.  The results are mixed and therefore 

inconclusive with regards to the relationship between school success and free or reduced 

lunch, despite initial presumptions of a negative relationship.  This implies that the 

Edison curriculum is not affected by the poverty level of its constituents, despite 

significant findings showing impoverished students to perform at sub par levels 

academically.  This may be due to Edison’s removal of the technological financial barrier 

with home computer grants and ample classroom technology.  Finally, in terms of 
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contract types, state and district contract schools produce consistent negative returns to 

success in each phase of regression, indicating an academic disadvantage relative to other 

Edison schools.  Other contract types show inconclusive results.    

 

Predictive Analysis of Edison Schools in Philadelphia94 

Despite using 6 distinct regressions in order to fully expound the effects for each 

variable in all 3 phases of multivariate analysis, predictive values for each school show 

very strong and consistent results.  Moreover, all three phases show strong value 

similarity, indicating consistency in the model.  Predicted OPS values for the current 

school year in Philadelphia Edison schools range in value from Stoddard-Fleisher Middle 

School with 70.13% (11.84% below the Edison national average) to Potter Thomas 

Elementary School with 83.55% (1.58% above the Edison average).  (See Table 5)  

Limited available data from Edison confirms these trends, if not with precision, with 

reports that the Stoddard-Fleisher school scored 38% on OPS values last year, the fourth 

lowest in the country.95  The mean predicted value of Overall Parent Satisfaction grades 

in Philadelphia is 76.69% with a standard deviation of 3.7210, 5.28% below the national 

average, indicating a possible “Philadelphia effect” lowering school success in Edison 

Schools. 

The predictive results for the AFT Math decile range from Stoddard-Fleisher 

Middle School with 1.08 (2.39 below the Edison average) to Potter Thomas Elementary 

School with 4.39 (0.92 above the Edison average).  As Stoddard-Fleisher Middle School 

                                                 
94 See Appendix A for a more complete account of this data and process. 
95 Unfortunately, similar data is not available for most Philadelphia schools.  As they are new, Edison 
typically reports them as “baseline” or “n/a.”  Despite missing almost half the reported values for 
Philadelphia schools, two of the lowest scores were Philadelphian while the third was from neighboring 
Chester, PA. 
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falls in the bottom for both tests, such a comparison therefore offers consistency in 

predicting trends in Edison schools.  Similarly, Potter Thomas’ superiority in both tests 

reinforces this consistency.  The mean predicted value for Edison schools in Philadelphia 

is 2.43 with a standard deviation of .9000, 1.04 below the average scores of all other 

Edison schools. 

Finally, the predictive results for the AFT Reading deciles show slightly higher 

mean values to the Edison national average, but still estimate performance to be sub-par 

vis-à-vis Edison schools.  Predicted values range from Stoddard-Fleisher Middle School 

with 2.34 (1.40 deciles below the national average) to again Potter Thomas Elementary 

School with 4.82 (1.08 above the national average).  Once again, the presence of both 

Stoddard-Fleisher and Potter Thomas in three separate studies shows consistency 

throughout the model and predictive significance.  Both Stoddard and Potter Thomas’ 

presence as the predicted lowest and highest scoring schools, respectively, in each phase 

of regression indicate that there are indeed trends in these schools which lead to success.  

The mean predicted value for AFT Reading deciles in Philadelphia Edison schools is 3.26 

with a standard deviation of 0.8858, 0.48 below the Edison national average.  All three 

regression phases, therefore, produce very similar results, namely that Philadelphia 

schools will generally underperform in each category relative to other nationwide Edison 

programs.   Interestingly enough, this conclusion can be drawn from both Edison and 

AFT data, implying that while both may be severely biased in magnitude, the studies both 

suggest similar results and therefore share similar methodology.  This proves contrary to 

AFT’s claim that Edison’s methodology in interpreting school success is systematically 

skewed, and once again reinforces the solidarity of this model. 
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To test for significance in the predicted values, a two-sample test of means shows 

the model’s ability to accurately predict Philadelphia’s schools and thereby reject the null 

hypothesis that the mean predicted value of success in the Philadelphia school is not 

equal to the nationwide predicted value.  Assuming normal population distribution and 

variance similarity throughout the model, a Student t-Test for Two Samples96 performed 

on the mean predicted success values vs. the national average values establishes 

significance in these predictions.  P-values for these statistical calculations for OPS, AFT 

Math, and AFT Reading predictions are 0.077, 0.055, and .379 respectively, implying 

that both OPS and AFT Math predictions show values below the national average 

significant at the 90% confidence level.  AFT Reading predicted values are closer to the 

national mean and therefore do not share the same confidence level.  To avoid systematic 

over-counting in this calculation, the same test was performed on the predicted average of 

regression VI only (the inclusion of all variables) for each measure of success.  Using the 

same test on regression VI predicted output, the P-values for OPS, AFT Math, and AFT 

Reading become .237, 0.000, and .030 respectively.  In this instance, both AFT decile 

ratings are significantly lower than the national average at the 95% confidence level, 

while the OPS value loses significance.  In both cases, however, it is clear that 

Philadelphia schools will consistently and significantly underperform compared to 

nationwide Edison programs.  A summary of this information is presented in Table 7. 

 

                                                 
96 As provided and calculated by the Institute of Phonetic Sciences online Student t-Test, 
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/Service/Statistics/2Sample_Student_t_Test.html, retrieved April 22, 2004. 
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Predictions Controlling for Future Gains 

Although these predictions clearly show a gap between performance of Edison 

Schools in Philadelphia and those nationwide, the positive coefficient on the yearsopen 

variable suggests that Edison has the potential to make significant improvements in a 

short time span.  As stated before, public education comes down to cost/benefit analysis.  

If Edison can eventually overcome poor performance and begin producing at a rate about 

the Edison national average (assuming other schools also make gains or are closed 

down), then perhaps initial setbacks are a necessary evil. 

Table 6 shows the prediction results from similar regressions as before with the 

years open variable increased by two years and all else constant.  From the results, it is 

clear that Edison will make small gains in each of the measures of success by the 2004-

2005 school year.  Prediction results indicate that OPS will increase by 0.55%, AFT Math 

will increase by 0.62 deciles, and AFT reading will increase by 0.75 deciles.  The results 

therefore indicate that in two years, Edison schools in Philadelphia will, on average, be 

performing higher than the national average of Edison schools in reading, pegged at the 

current national mean.  The other two factors, however, remain lagging behind the 

current national average after making only marginal gains.   

 

Conclusion 

 

From these results, it is possible to make several inferences as to the future of 

Philadelphia’s Edison program.  First of all, the overall consistency of the model suggests 

that Philadelphia’s Edison schools, due to their demographics, external environment, and 
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internal environment are at a significant disadvantage when compared to Edison’s 

nationwide program.  Philadelphia’s Edison schools will, on average, perform below 

other Edison schools in all three measured categories, with the high range of Edison’s 

Philadelphia schools approaching the national average.  This study does not, however, 

intend to imply that each Philadelphia school will function at the same level of success.  

For instance, schools like Stoddard-Fischer Middle School constantly perform in the 

bottom of each category while others achieve seemingly high-end results, even 

surpassing national averages of comparable public schools in AFT testing.  The majority 

of schools, however, fall between these two categories and contribute to the possibility of 

a Philadelphia achievement gap.   

In addition, these results support claims by both AFT and Western Michigan 

University that Edison schools perform worse in areas of high African American 

populations, relative to comparable schools.  Philadelphia schools, as predominantly 

African American schools, show predicted AFT score values significantly below the 

Edison national value.  This implies that Philadelphia’s Edison schools will place below 

the Edison national average vis-à-vis comparable public high schools.  In other words, 

increasing the African American population, as evident from the negative coefficient in 

each regression phase, decreases the school’s scores relative to comparable public 

schools which, by definition, always achieve a decile ranking of 5.5.  In other words, 

Edison is not closing the achievement gap, as they publish, but are instead increasing it.   

This study therefore poses grave problems for Edison in Philadelphia and Edison 

in general.  First of all, Edison is heavily dependent on its schools’ success in 

Philadelphia for financial stability and educational credibility.  If these predictions 
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accurately outline the course Edison schools will take over the next few years, one can 

expect to see the condition of public schools only worsen.  While Edison, if left alone, 

will in fact make slight upward progress in the next few years assuming all other factors 

remain constant, one must remember that Edison’s predicted upward success is relative to 

only Edison schools and is pegged at current Edison status.  Therefore, Edison may not in 

fact be improving at a rate sufficient to improve vis-à-vis public education.  Moreover, 

Edison’s marginal rate of improvement may not even be sufficient to reach Adequate 

Yearly Progress, in keeping with No Child Left Behind legislature.  Failure to meet such 

benchmarks would certainly unravel Edison’s faltering grasp on Philadelphia and send 

the city again into educational and financial catastrophe with overwhelming school 

reconstitution and administration costs.  If Philadelphia is going to get rid of Edison, it 

should be now. 

From a strategic standpoint, Edison has a lot to lose if this is the case.  Edison is 

highly unlikely to gain major contracts, even in successfully performing states like 

Colorado, if the Philadelphia venture turns sour.  Moreover, losing the Philadelphia 

contract would significantly decrease company revenue (Philadelphia contains 16.5% of 

the company’s operations).  In financial terms, Edison cannot afford to lose additional 

funds.  Barring any breakthrough performance by Edison, this study therefore suggests 

the pivotal role Philadelphia will play in ultimately phasing Edison Schools Inc. out of 

the market.   

In a greater sense, this also represents the diminishing support for privatized 

public education.  As shown in the case of New York, factor input reform is quickly 

replacing sector restructuring as the preferred method of reform in urban education.  On 
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the whole, for-profit school administration reserves no provisional advantage in public 

education.  This, coupled with these predicted values of school failure, should provide a 

comprehensive framework for the Philadelphia School Reform Commission to accurately 

assess the negative impact Edison Schools will have on the city and begin the 

transformation process to revert the system back to non-profit status.  After all, if Edison, 

as the leading for-profit educational provider, cannot adequately administer its 

Philadelphia schools, it is highly unlikely that a smaller and less developed firm could.  

Predicted for-profit failure in Philadelphia, therefore, should serve as a catalyst in cutting 

Edison out of the city’s educational plan.  While the future course of action for the 

Philadelphia School District remains unclear and should be the subject of further inquiry, 

it is perfectly clear that Edison Schools Inc. should have no place in this future.   
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Table 1. – Summary of Included Variable Means  
(Standard deviations shown in parentheses) 
 

 Variable Non-Philadelphia Philadelphia p - value for 
significant 
difference 

confidence 
level 

Dependent      
 ops 81.97 - - - 
  (13.41)    

 AFTMath 3.47 - - - 
  (2.37)    

 AFTReading 3.74 - - - 
  (2.42)    

      
Independent      

 yearsopen 2.84 2.14 0.0523 94.77% 
  (1.62) (0.48)   
 enrollment 738.31 640.62 0.6306 36.94% 
  (919.91) (249.11)   
 studentstaffratio 11.45 7.62 0.0001 99.99% 
  (3.03) (7.37)   
 StatePA 0.11 1.00 0.0000 100.00% 
  (0.31) (0.00)   
 africanamerican 62.55 75.90 0.1122 88.78% 
  (35.50) (32.84)   
 asianpacific 2.36 0.95 0.4775 52.25% 
  (8.99) (2.29)   
 hispanic 19.81 20.76 0.8859 11.41% 
  (27.31) (30.35)   
 esl 8.74 5.90 0.4561 54.39% 
  (16.88) (9.53)   
 specialed 10.00 14.86 0.0217 97.83% 
  (9.15) (6.48)   
 frlunch 72.34 85.29 0.0042 99.58% 
  (20.10) (6.99)   
 kindum 0.76 0.57 0.0737 92.63% 
  (0.43) (0.51)   
 nonkgdum 0.19 0.43 0.0153 98.47% 
  (0.39) (0.51)   
 district_Chrt_dum 0.15 0.00 0.0592 94.08% 
  (0.36) (0.00)   
 district_prt_dum 0.01 0.00 0.6126 38.74% 
  (0.09) (0.00)   
 district_contract 0.38 0.90 0.0000 100.00% 
  (0.49) (0.30)   
 ind_chrt_dum 0.29 0.10 0.0713 92.87% 
  (0.46) (0.30)   
 state_contract_dum 0.14 0.00 0.0699 93.01% 
  (0.35) (0.00)   
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Table 2. – Regression Phase #1 Results in Study of Edison Schools in Philadelphia 
Dependent Variable – Overall Parent Satisfaction as Reported by Edison Schools Inc., 2002 
 

 I II III IV V VI 
yearsopen 0.53748   0.83501 0.12319 0.15690 

 (0.83732)   (0.73562) (0.76268) (0.78920) 

enrollment 0.00068   0.00055 0.00057 0.00059 
 (0.00134)   (0.00112) (0.00110) (0.00110) 

studentstaffratio 0.06336   -0.33988 -0.18113 -0.08475 
 (0.44394)   (0.38309) (0.37615) (0.38482) 

StatePA -13.22773***   -10.17509** -2.20299 -2.78471 
 (4.61733)   (3.88412) (4.80630) (4.83197) 

africanamerican  -0.11744**    -0.09216 
  (0.05556)    (0.06842) 

asianpacific  0.00700    -0.04003 
  (0.14624)    (0.15611) 

hispanic  0.03383    -0.02523 
  (0.06846)    (0.09618) 

esl   0.12644* 0.11936* 0.04192 -0.02262 
   (0.06560) (0.06364) (0.06841) (0.11097) 

specialed   -0.14533 -0.13072 -0.15626 -0.20577 
   (0.13581) (0.13650) (0.13306) (0.13893) 

frlunch   -0.03296 -0.01153 0.02554 0.06634 
   (0.05419) (0.05463) (0.05827) (0.06536) 

kindum   27.80678*** 27.87378*** 25.40219*** 22.45573*** 
   (5.77300) (5.57536) (5.65981) (5.96073) 

nonkgdum   17.63734*** 19.00104*** 17.08250*** 14.73872** 
   (5.89920) (5.76291) (5.63640) (5.88301) 

district_Chrt_dum     2.41927 0.07487 
     (6.79252) (6.95250) 

district_prt_dum     10.01038 6.14931 
     (12.60689) (12.83293) 

district_contract_dum     -0.57198 -2.61058 
     (6.172019) (6.305447) 

ind_chrt_dum     -3.67396 -3.30992 
     (6.28442) (6.30758) 

state_contract_dum     -13.18723* -12.53829* 
     (7.12585) (7.13760) 

_constant 80.72391 88.64440 60.06803 60.28368 62.77758 69.76812 
 (6.13831) (4.84255) (7.22907) (8.58133) (10.80621) (12.12393) 

R2 0.11900 0.13220 0.36310 0.44000 0.50770 0.52430 
Adj. R2 0.08340 0.10610 0.33060 0.38640 0.43030 0.43020 

Observations 104 104 104 104 104 104 

 
 
*     Indicates significance at the 90% confidence level. 
**   Indicates significance at the 95% confidence level. 
*** Indicates significance at the 99% confidence level. 
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Table 3. – Regression Phase #2 Results in Study of Edison Schools in Philadelphia 
Dependent Variable – Math Deciles as Reported by American Federation of Teachers, Inc., 2003 
 

 I II III IV V VI 
yearsopen 0.53421**   0.36032 0.54717* 0.40837 

 (0.21504)   (0.28762) (0.30799) (0.31914) 

enrollment 0.00032   0.00032 0.00027 0.00030 
 (0.00024)   (0.00026) (0.00026) (0.00025) 

studentstaffratio 0.00257   -0.01153 -0.02506 0.06558 
 (0.10861)   (0.11766) (0.12358) (0.12091) 

StatePA -0.04129   -0.60827 -0.43475 -0.82467 
 (1.68253)   (1.86840) (1.86440) (1.98144) 

africanamerican  -0.00693    -0.01927 
  (0.01214)    (0.02346) 

asianpacific  0.44990**    0.51927 
  (0.20373)    (0.31453) 

hispanic  0.02230    0.02384 
  (0.03259)    (0.04711) 

esl   0.15932** 0.10574 0.10672 -0.07922 
   (0.07461) (0.09045) (0.08823) (0.13048) 

specialed   -0.02068 -0.00792 -0.06873 -0.08549 
   (0.071510 (0.07443) (0.07611) (0.08275) 

frlunch   -0.00510 0.00032 0.01136 0.02410 
   (0.013870 (0.01573) (0.01784) (0.01961) 

kindum   2.36146 1.65750 1.20578 1.04185 
   (2.37998) (2.42428) (2.37641) (2.23024) 

nonkgdum   1.75768 1.10296 0.72312 0.37974 
   (2.50423) (2.55010) (2.50254) (2.35488) 

district_Chrt_dum     -1.83157 -2.71670 
     (1.96425) (1.88294) 

district_prt_dum     -0.78307 -3.76987 
     (3.11259) (3.10643) 

district_contract_dum     -3.86397** -4.34248** 
     (1.84914) (1.74265) 

ind_chrt_dum     -3.11401* -3.05499* 
     (1.76239) (1.68277) 

state_contract_dum     -2.89541 -3.40059 
     (2.35748) (2.24810) 

_constant 1.21261 3.29880 1.48185 0.34735 3.05411 3.32189 
 (1.58562) (1.13365) (2.57125) (3.20245) (3.82457) (4.17336) 

R2 0.14670 0.20250 0.10960 0.18710 0.32080 0.44710 

Adj. R2 0.07840 0.15560 0.01870 0.02450 0.08310 0.19310 

Observations 55 55 55 55 55 55 
 
 
*      Indicates significance at the 90% confidence level. 
**    Indicates significance at the 95% confidence level. 
***  Indicates significance at the 99% confidence level. 
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Table 4.  Regression Phase #3 Results in Study of Edison Schools Inc 
Dependent Variable – Reading Deciles as Reported by American Federation of Teachers, Inc., 2003 
 

 I II III IV V VI 
yearsopen 0.70751***   0.43779 0.57742* 0.52447 

 (0.20531)   (0.27106) (0.31268) (0.32344) 

enrollment 0.00027   0.00034 0.00031 0.00032 
 (0.00024)   (0.00025) (0.00027) (0.00026) 

studentstaffratio 0.02562   -0.00625 -0.00718 0.05431 
 (0.10558)   (0.11120) (0.12236) (0.12491) 

StatePA 1.00729   0.02437 0.43539 0.65756 
 (1.65349)   (1.80076) (1.91758) (2.07978) 

africanamerican  -0.01180    -0.00561 
  (0.01198)    (0.02164) 

asianpacific  0.48207**    0.53538 
  (0.20256)    (0.31178) 

hispanic  0.00595    0.01872 
  (0.03274)    (0.04928) 

esl   0.18645** 0.11810 0.10868 -0.06078 
   (0.07220) (0.08618) (0.08960) (0.13209) 

specialed   -0.00107 -0.01424 -0.02056 -0.02265 
   (0.03466) (0.03586) (0.03753) (0.03804) 

frlunch   -0.03208** -0.02455 -0.01847 -0.01125 
   (0.01357) (0.01515) (0.01799) (0.02018) 

kindum   -0.27440 -0.78169 -1.21260 -1.20021 
   (2.17490) (2.17544) (2.28463) (2.28681) 

nonkgdum   -0.71781 -0.96450 -1.23053 -1.32029 
   (2.17683) (2.15957) (2.28251) (2.29524) 

district_Chrt_dum     -1.82851 -2.45951 
     (2.01255) (2.02463) 

district_prt_dum     0.41859 -2.04110 
     (3.19179) (3.34945) 

district_contract_dum     -2.10803 -2.50311 
     (1.872277) (1.85139) 

ind_chrt_dum     -1.81676 -1.77952 
     (1.80830) (1.81024) 

state_contract_dum     -1.64308 -1.75857 
     (2.17471) (2.14012) 

_constant 0.58650 4.00906 5.97699 4.35411 5.71849 4.98146 
 (1.55664) (1.11014) (2.49382) (3.08502) (3.89273) (4.31049) 

R2 0.20420 0.21540 0.17860 0.26350 0.29740 0.36790 

Adj. R2 0.14420 0.17180 0.09960 0.12540 0.06860 0.09920 

Observations 58 58 58 58 58 58 
 
 
*      Indicates significance at the 90% confidence level. 
**    Indicates significance at the 95% confidence level. 
***  Indicates significance at the 99% confidence level. 
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Table 5.  Summary of Predictive Results from Multivariate Regressions for 21 Philadelphia Schools in 
the Current (2003-2004) School Year. 
 

      

 
OPS 

Regression 
 

AFT Math 
Regression 

 
AFT Reading 

Regression 
      

Mean Predicted 
Value 

76.69  2.43  3.26 

      
Std. Dev. (3.7210)  (.9000)  (0.8858) 

      

National Average 81.97  3.47  3.74 
      

Std. Dev. 
 

Mean Difference 

(13.41) 
 

-5.28 
 

(2.37) 
 

-1.04 
 

(2.42) 
 

-0.48 
 
 

 

Table 6.  Summary of Predictive Results from Multivariate Regressions for 21 Philadelphia Schools for 
the 2005-2006 School Year. 
 

      

 
OPS 

Regression 
 

AFT Math 
Regression 

 
AFT Reading 

Regression 
      

Mean Predicted 
Value 

77.24  3.05  4.01 

      
Std. Dev. (3.7210)  (.9000)  (0.8858) 

      

National Average 81.97  3.47  3.74 
      

Std. Dev. 
 

Mean Difference 

(13.41) 
 

-4.73 
 

(2.37) 
 

-0.42 
 

(2.42) 
 

0.27 
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Table 7.  Probability Statistics of Predicted Values   
(Standard deviations shown in parentheses) 

 

Variable National Average  Mean Predicted Value  Predicted 
Value 
From 

Regression 
VI 

      
ops 81.97  76.69  78.43 

 (13.41)  (3.72)  (5.05) 

      
p - value -  0.077  0.237 

      
AFTMathDecile 3.47  2.43  0.44 

 (2.37)  (0.90)  (1.20) 

      
p - value -  0.055  0.000 

      
AFTReadingDecile 3.74  3.26  2.51 

 (2.42)  (0.89)  (1.24) 

      
p - value -  0.038  0.030 
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Appendix A.  Predicted Outputs for Individual Schools in Each Regression Phase. 
 
 

Alcorn Elementary Anderson Elementary School Barrat Middle School

regression
ops 1 69.88 69.96 69.70

2 77.32 77.20 78.59
3 83.42 83.03 72.69
4 74.44 78.52 64.49
5 85.17 82.24 75.05
6 81.87 79.23 71.94

Average OPS 78.68 78.36 72.08
Std. Dev. 5.8657 4.6810 4.7935

difference -3.29 -3.61 -9.89

regression
AFT Math 1 2.59 3.46 2.48

2 2.67 2.66 6.81
3 3.17 3.12 3.34
4 2.27 2.87 2.14
5 1.42 2.67 0.72
6 0.48 0.70 3.24

Average AFT Math 2.10 2.58 3.12
Std. Dev. 0.9819 0.9711 2.0398

difference -1.37 -0.89 -0.35

regression
AFT Reading 1 3.54 4.55 3.47

2 2.88 2.86 7.34
3 2.77 3.37 3.57
4 2.37 3.49 2.72
5 2.34 3.90 2.72
6 2.09 3.20 6.26

rage AFTReading 2.66 3.56 4.35
Std. Dev. 0.5189 0.5916 1.9625

difference -1.08 -0.18 0.61
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Comegys Elementary School Gillespie Middle School Harrity Elementary School Kelley Elementary School Kenderton Elementary School 

     
68.85 70.29 69.68 69.95 68.98 
77.05 77.47 77.05 77.17 77.05 
84.09 72.14 84.19 83.26 84.20 
78.00 60.89 74.40 71.15 78.22 
86.94 73.29 84.98 82.94 87.23 
82.37 70.93 81.35 80.07 82.75 

79.55 70.84 78.61 77.42 79.74 
6.4226 5.4970 5.9849 5.7746 6.4863 

-2.42 -11.13 -3.36 -4.55 -2.23 
     
     
     
     

2.37 2.51 2.47 2.40 2.44 
2.63 2.70 2.63 2.64 2.63 
3.27 2.41 3.29 3.15 3.29 
2.22 1.42 2.16 1.95 2.29 
1.64 -0.09 1.38 0.86 1.77 
-0.32 -0.49 0.39 0.50 -0.15 

1.97 1.41 2.05 1.92 2.04 
1.2421 1.3952 1.0257 1.0382 1.1841 

-1.50 -2.06 -1.42 -1.55 -1.43 
     
     
     

3.12 3.71 3.46 3.57 3.17 
2.85 2.89 2.85 2.86 2.85 
3.00 2.51 3.10 2.90 2.97 
2.45 2.03 2.52 2.17 2.50 
2.42 2.07 2.46 2.11 2.48 
1.48 2.30 2.17 2.29 1.55 

2.55 2.59 2.76 2.65 2.59 
0.5995 0.6334 0.4699 0.5639 0.5752 

-1.19 -1.15 -0.98 -1.09 -1.15 
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Locke Elementary School Ludlow 
Mariana Bracetti Academy 

Charter School 
Morton McMichael Elementary Munoz-Marin Elementary 

     
68.87 69.98 70.25 69.96 69.69 
77.29 82.73 87.46 77.02 90.30 
83.75 81.91 74.75 83.44 85.75 
77.81 70.04 67.14 72.09 76.90 
86.95 81.22 72.63 83.55 85.58 
82.72 80.01 74.77 80.43 86.28 

79.56 77.65 74.50 77.75 82.42 
6.3975 5.9825 6.9809 5.7691 7.6235 

-2.41 -4.32 -7.47 -4.22 0.45 
     
     
     
     

2.38 2.41 3.04 2.46 2.52 
3.10 3.70 4.63 2.61 5.16 
3.22 3.66 4.21 3.18 6.75 
2.22 2.40 3.00 2.05 4.62 
1.65 0.55 2.56 1.03 3.57 
0.30 0.65 2.41 0.45 1.88 

2.14 2.23 3.31 1.96 4.09 
1.0741 1.3849 0.9027 1.0302 1.7962 

-1.33 -1.24 -0.16 -1.51 0.62 
     
     
     

3.13 3.58 4.18 3.57 3.46 
3.35 3.51 4.07 2.84 4.40 
2.81 3.72 5.12 2.93 7.06 
2.29 2.52 4.36 2.29 4.97 
2.30 2.35 4.63 2.23 4.70 
1.94 2.56 4.37 2.26 2.56 

2.64 3.04 4.45 2.69 4.52 
0.5479 0.6260 0.3784 0.5316 1.5269 

-1.10 -0.70 0.71 -1.05 0.78 
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Penn Treaty Middle School Potter Thomas Elementary Shaw Middle School Stetson Middle School Stoddart-Fleisher Middle School 

     
69.63 69.01 69.79 69.19 69.84 
88.49 88.63 77.05 88.00 78.23 
73.39 87.34 73.05 74.87 70.38 
65.49 81.35 64.79 70.49 60.59 
74.88 88.08 75.89 78.03 72.26 
76.19 86.86 72.69 77.05 69.50 

74.68 83.55 72.21 76.27 70.13 
7.8053 7.5878 4.4456 6.7344 5.6874 

-7.29 1.58 -9.76 -5.70 -11.84 
     
     
     
     

2.47 2.45 2.52 2.53 2.40 
6.55 4.84 2.63 5.15 2.85 
4.99 8.11 2.54 6.19 2.16 
3.27 5.55 1.60 4.26 1.29 
1.56 4.89 0.56 3.03 -0.77 
2.26 0.48 -0.67 -0.11 -1.45 

3.52 4.39 1.53 3.51 1.08 
1.8937 2.6349 1.3412 2.2230 1.7817 

0.05 0.92 -1.94 0.04 -2.39 
     
     
     

3.44 3.19 3.50 3.26 3.52 
6.53 4.20 2.85 4.61 2.98 
5.64 8.55 2.55 6.83 2.34 
3.98 5.97 2.23 4.94 1.68 
3.84 5.67 2.31 4.79 1.69 
4.56 1.36 1.93 1.95 1.80 

4.66 4.82 2.56 4.39 2.34 
1.1918 2.4914 0.5541 1.6531 0.7693 

0.92 1.08 -1.18 0.65 -1.40 
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Sulzberger Middle School Tilden Middle School Waring Elementary School

69.15 69.46 68.75
77.17 77.94 80.01
72.55 73.75 83.22 National Average
68.16 69.45 77.27 81.97
77.51 78.35 86.06
73.28 74.16 82.62 Mean Predicted Value
72.97 73.85 79.66 76.69
3.9054 3.8911 6.1211 3.7210

-9.00 -8.12 -2.31  MeanDifference
-5.28

2.52 2.66 2.32
2.64 4.51 3.17
2.47 3.35 3.57 National Average
1.73 2.43 2.44 3.47
0.68 1.50 1.52
-1.55 0.56 -0.22 Mean Predicted Value
1.41 2.50 2.13 2.43

1.6301 1.3807 1.3554 0.9000

-2.06 -0.97 -1.34 Mean Difference
-1.04

3.24 3.37 3.08
2.86 4.86 3.19
2.48 3.55 3.33 National Average
2.24 3.12 2.48 3.74
2.32 3.14 2.43
1.28 3.42 1.46 Mean Predicted Value
2.40 3.58 2.66 3.26

0.6669 0.6519 0.6982 0.8858

-1.34 -0.16 -1.08 Mean Difference
-0.48


